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The skilful and unremitting
use of propaganda can per
suade the majority of people
that Heaven is Hell or, con
versely, that the most miser
able existence is paradise.

.... A Philosopher
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1. To inspire and cultivate moral andintellectual improvement amongstthe men

2. To aid in overcoming the arbitrary Was which is one of the numerous ^ars
sinister" to a wayward man's redemption.

3. To discuss -progressive and Tevolutionary penological data, without recourse
to partiality, favour or affection. .

4. To evince Stoicism and humour, to the end that light shall obtain even in

5. To elicit the support of Society, in welcoming the return of a man from prison
whoneeds help and who is genuinely desirous of seeking his reformation in the highly
competitive life of the free world.



An eminent psychiatrist makes some frank admissions regarding the age-old
problems of crime and punishment, and poses a challenge to prisoners everywhere.

A Letter To Mea In Prison
by Carl Menninger, M.D.

Chief Consultant, The Menninger Clinic
* HSamx* tnrrrr- - • nu

THREE groups of people know that
the modern prison system is an utter
failure. The wardens and law enforce

ment people know it, psychiatrists know it,
and prisoners know it. These three groups of
people, strangely assorted though they may
sound, would all agree, I believe, on the fol
lowing points:

1. There is evil in the hearts of all men, and
life is a constant struggle to control it.

2. For various reasons certain individuals
fail to control it... too often, too consistently,
or too extremely.

3. Some of these individuals go off the deep
end so far that they are regarded as crazy.
Others are not any more crazy than the aver
age person, and not any less*. And so when
they go too far they get caught in the system,
the theory of operation which is that man
must be shut away from the rest of the people
for a while in-order to show them that crime
does not pay and to keep them out of other
people's hair.

4. But the result of this system is that they
. learn that if they are smart enough, crime
does pay, look at so-and-so, in high places and
low places. Furthermore, those particular fel
lows that have done the most damage, such as
little-girl molesters and a few others who
ought to be in jail a long time, generally get
out in a few years and go back to their old
tricks. So the jail that is supposed to protect
society doesn't do it, and the jail that is sup
posed to Teform the offender merely embitters
"him -and teaches him some new tricks, ruins
his chances to get a job and cost the state &lot
of money.

.Now, jas 1 .say., .some -of-<U6 Jw-ell-^know -these
facts, but "we don't know what to do about
changing the system. What is the intelligent,-
constructive, sensible thing to do with offend

ers? What could be done that will really pro
tect society from those who can't be reformed
and which will accomplish some kind of re
formation for those who can be? I'm asking
you!

In the long run, prisoners know more about
this than anyone else, and ought to come up
with the best ideas. The law enforcement
people all know the present system isn't work
ing, but they don't know what to do. Futher-

-more, they are hounded by a public that does
n't realize their problems or the problems of
prisoners, but expects the traditional practices
to continue, chiefly out of fear.

We psychiatrists are overwhelmed with our
clinical problems, because there are far more
mentally sick people than we have any sort of
decent provisions for. We know the futility
of the prison system, too, but to tell the truth,
we can't put our minds to it. We haven't time.
Nor do we really know enough about it, be
cause most of the people we study are obvi
ously sicker than most prisoners.

Incidentally, the improvements in the hu
mane care and treatment of the mentally ill
and the change in public Attitude toward it
sprang -very largely from the suggestions, re
commendations, and reports of former pati
ents, such as Clifford Beers, and Mary Ward.

So I come back to the point that progres
sive about the control of social offenses and
the wisest handlingof offenders for their good
and society's protection are likely to spring
from the constructive thinking of some who
have had personal, bitter experience, and who
are able to rise above that experience and de
vote -themselves 4o -the -solution "of -a-problem
which baffles us all, and the solving of which
will be a magnificent life expression for some
of those who have suffered.

He who loses wealth loses much; he loses a friend loses more; but he who
loses courage loses all. —Cervantes
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Lower Town: A World of Work and Love

A* short time, ago I listened to a brief talk
over C.B.C. Radio which concerned "Lower
Town." This talk, it seemed to me. gave a
misleading slant on Lower Town.. .especially
to those of you who have never heard of the
place. I should like to -enlighten these latter
folk as to the whereabouts, the citizens, and
the atmosphere of Lower Town as seen through
a person who is no stranger to this neighbor
hood.

Lower Town is the so-called poor or slum
section of Ottawa; it is the place most folks
unwittingly classify as "the wrong side of the
tracks.".

The C.B.C. commentator left the impres
sion, it seemed to me that this section of the
city housed all the failures; all the misfit cit
izens who never could... or would. ..make
anythine of their lives. The streets and houses
were called dirty, run-down, dilapidated. The
people had long since ceased their fight for
things better. They are, according to the com
mentator, quite content to carry" on from day
to day oblivious of the happenings of the
world outside their own small sphere.

I have no doubt that the commentator
knows full well whereof he speaks. However,
I would again like to take issue and present
the other side of the story.

In the 1930's, I lived in a town called Belle
ville; the section in which I lived could well
be classed as Lower Town. The building we
lived in was known as the Kyle House. It sat
on the northern end of Front Street's bustling
business section... a tall, black building
fronted by a sprawling verandah that covered
the ereatest part of the building's facade.
. The back yard was a huge parking lot. Op
posite, and on the very edge of the river was
an ominous-looking foundry whose soot-filled
smoke belched forth evilly throughout the day
and afttimes Jate into the already .blackened
night.

The building's hallway, like all tenement
fairways -must, Teeked^Strongly of ^pun^ent
cabbage and brown soap. The chipped, scar
red walls of the corridor had long since lost

•their sheen and lustre. The building even at
iliat time was fast nearing the end of its span
of life.

My father had left us a short time before
to work in Toronto; the place we had known
a* home before moving to the Kyle House had
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William Huddlestone

been wiped away by the flood. Our meagre
furnishings, though humble they were, were all
we had... and from the river's swollen edge,
we watched the seething, boiling water as it
returned the scraps and splinters of our be
longings to us by washing them against the
snore.

It was not long before we rejoined my father
in Toronto. The few remaining bits of furni
ture were piled into a truck and we set out for
the new life that lay ahead of us now.

It was April and the snow fell in a steady,
monotonous blanket all the way to our new
home.

Cousbourne Avenue was where we stopped.
The truck pulled into the drive beside a small,
square frame house. The first thing I noticed
was a sloping hill alongside and to the rear of
the small bupgalow. There was an abundance
of snow left for some sleighing before the
warm spring air lifted it back into the clouds
of vapour to fall again later as rain.

Our new home gave life an added zest for
my sister and myself and after a short while
it seemed we would never have to return to
Lower Town and the sooty smoke and the
cabbage odours.

This comfortable*state of mind proved to be
short lived, however, for as the summer came
on and the wind gradually shifted to the south,
we gradually lapsed into unhappiness again.
Foul odours from the city dump scarcely a
block away pervaded everything. The kids
across the street who were our playmates never
concerned themselves over the dump. Their
father was a policker; making his meager
living by gathering scrap metal, rags, and
paper from this -evil-smelling field of eom-
munal flotsam.

This mode of life continued through the
years until 1 Teached adolescence and -broke
away from an already unhappy and broken
home.

The -years that -followed «wei*e ^ast, «mi*ed-
up, and at times ridiculous. They took me
through a ^core of Lower Towns including
Ottawa's.

It was during a sweltering July in 1953
when I again revisited St. Patrick Street in
Ottawa. I had been released from an insti
tution, a short time before located a scant few
miles from the city. I was commited for what



was legally classed as a brawl in a Toronto
restaurant. . .

As we drove into Ottawa past the yacht
club and down that city's broad, impressive
boulevards bedecked with flower beds, I stared
incredulously. The trees hung over the road
way and the walks paralelling the street were
trimmed with riots of colourful flowers of
every description.

I had never recalled Ottawa as being so
beautiful.

Gradually, as we drove along, my lady
friend and I, the «cene changed feefoie our
eyes. I could feel the blood coursing through
my veins, racing ever faster as I nosed the
caT through the heavy metropolitan traffic.
The sweltering heat that glared up from the
pavement and the crowds were strangely com
forting to me now. The exhaust from the cars
around us coupled with the numberless city
smells was sweeter to my senses than any
floral perfume I had left a scant few blocks
behind.

We turned on to St. Patrick Street and
there, about half-way down the block num
bered one hundred, I pulled.onto a field be
tween what had once been two magnificent
store buildings. Leaving the car, I was led by
my companion to the rear of one of the build
ings. I saw that the garage had been convert
ed into a hen house; the chicken wire stretch
ed in twelve-foot lengths upward and inside
a crowded confining area hens clucked busily
to themselves, pecking idly at the ground,
ignoring us completely.

The back of the building had a balcony-
type verandah with a single'stairwell leading
upward to the dwelling above. As we neared
the first landing we were greeted in French by
a woman who stood hanging out her washing.

We reached a screen door and without the
least hesitation my lady friend swung it open
and we entered into a small kitchen. The wall
paper was clean and bright; the. linen on the
table had the crisp, well-washed look; the
window frames boasted a fresh coat of paint
and smallred tasselsimng pertly-from spotless
curtains.

The girl who appeared smilingly from the
living room was typically French. Well -pru-
portioned, happy and handsome. She was a
sister to *nry -wife-*to-be. The Irving "room"was
equally small and equally as clean. The bed
room walls were covered with large red Tose
patterns and, while the furnishings were not
sumptuous, they were neat and well-kept.

As we sat there, the atmosphere of the place
becan to settle on me. Things about me were
calm, cool,.homey.. .here was a place to re-

lax. Here was a house... nay, a home... filled
to the brim with happiness; this was the real
Lower Town. /

Once back into the car, I drove slowly down
the street. Little children ran about bare to
the waist. The old folks sat silently contented
on the front porches, satisfied to partake of the
warm summer air and perhaps to recall other
times;.perhaps harder times...or easier ones
... and I could detect an occasional faint smile
on the faces of those we passed.

To me, those houses were not '"dirty derer-
Iict6"<©f«Bfcy-ig©Be=ei». Tome they were life.
Life at its best. Its fullest. The so-called
dirty streets had their moments. When the
Tain fell, those buildings took on a new light "l-
.. .if only for a little while... and their faded
pinks sprang to vivid life, bright and clear,
and once again they lived. The asphalt street
with the old trolley tracks looked like a high
way of jade with two silver bars running
down the middle. And there is nothing old;
there is nothing but happiness.

These people are citizens of the world. They
love to live for they seem to have an innate
understanding that in order to live you must
love. There worries are few and insignificant
.. .even unto themselves. But their lives are
big. If a man here loses his job he picks up a
case of beer, goes home, and together with his
friends and family they laugh and joke, and
the next day he gets another job. And life
goes on...

In the flower-rimmed boulevards uptown...
if life could be so free of complexity! If a
man there loses his joJ> or his standing he is
disgraced. His friends are quicker to ostra
cize. He is not as easily nrone to accent de
feat a? philosophicallv as the poeple of Lower
Town.

The Crash of '29 is an illustration in point.
How many people willingly gave up life rather
than face"defeat.. .or summon the courage to
fight back?

There is a song ihat describes Lower Town
.. ."Love laughs at kines.. .Kine* don't mean
a thins.. .On the street of dreams".. •.

St Patrick Street, Jarvis Street, Bourdges
Street in any Lower Town anywhere is a
dream street.. .at least to those who live there.
For these people know how to live; they can IS
™pvp mx) to fhe"flowered streets too, perhaps- "If
But those who have never lived there can
never move down to LoWer Town. For Lower
Town is too real, too honest, too hard and too
human. These peopleare not able to live in a
world of work and love. This is the real Low
er Town.. .happy, carefree, bright, clean, sad
and wonderful.

V.d
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Does The Public Have ARight To Know?
By

W.D.

. CXXXXX30CXXX)OOOCOOOCOOOOOOOO^

Public enlightenment regarding justice in our courts is a iiealthy Junction
of any democracy, but certain handling of court news is not always
amenable to the principals involved.

&BGTX&GDDOOQPGDe&&DDGBG^

At the beginning of the proceedings at a
trial a short time age,' the lawyer for the de
fendant requested' that the members of the
press be barred from the courtroom. The pre
siding judge refused the request with the state
ment, "The public has a right to know what is
going on."

This attitude was maintained in spite of the
fact that everyone concerned, including the
judge, members of the court staff, lawyers and
reporters, knew that the evidence to be pre
sented would not be sufficiently interesting -to
make a "news" story.

This fact was further emphasized when the
representatives of the press absented them
selves from the hearings before their conclu
sion and were satisfied to wait for the verdict
of the court without hearing all the evidence
presented in this particular case. The follow
ing day, a 3-line news item appeared in the
daily press, giving only the man's name, the
sentence handed down by the court, the name
of the institution at which the sentence would
beserved, and lastly, the nature of the offense.

As a result" of this seemingly insignificant
notice in the press, a notice completely denud
edof any enlightening testimony or qualifying
statements, the defendant, without any re
course whatsoever, was subjected to the harsh
and damning judgment of an uninformed pu
blic.

Every one of us has observed, at one time
or another, the absolutely absurd conclusions
at whieh -the general public can arrive after
tbey have read what would be considered the
fairly tsomplete record of our more famous
murder trials as re_ported in the daily news-
Ifcpers.

Is it not logical then to assume that if the
average individual can come to nonsensical
and unfair judgment when presented with a
Reasonably complete record of testimony pre
sented in any single case, this same individual
*ill undoubtedly draw even more unfair con

Jbiiywh

clusions about a case of which only the barest
essentials are noted?

We are not questioning the right of any
newspaper to publish anything and everything
which might be considered news, nor are we
even supposing that they do not have a res
ponsibility to keep the public well informed.
We may challenge the methods employed by
certain newspaper syndicates in supplying
their public with news items which have a
questionable "news" value, but that is subject
material for a full-length article in itself, and
is not necessarily applicable to the theme of
this particular thesis.

What we are questioning here is the insen
sible responsibility which must be shouldered
by the editors and owners of newspapers in
allowing their court "reporters to condense the
evidence of a two—or three-day trial into a
two— or three-line notice in the press. Accord
ing to law, they have every right to do so, but
if these men who possess such tremendous
powers to sway the reading public are as gen
uinely concerned with the rehabilitation of
criminals and, in particular, first-offenders, as
they profess to be, then we feel that the un
written" law must be kept sufficiently pliable
so that consideration might be given to the in
dividual concerned, his eventual rehabilitation
and return to his rightful place, and the cir
cumstances surrounding his particular case.

One must .admit ithat .of late various syndi
cates have indicated their intention of discus
sing (which means the eventual moulding of
public opinion) issues with regard to crime and
criminals. Recently editorials have appeared
in <sMer-eiit ^newspapers j&gasdiag .proposed
changes in the nation's narcotics laws, the pro
bation plan, and the proposal to build three
new federal penitentiaries. The discussion of
such public issues is a step in the right direc
tion. But it is not enough. Invariably these
editorials and articles present the pros and
cons of l'tvge problems in a vague, general



sense. Surely it is time to give consideration
to the individual human beings who are dir
ectly effected by this legislation and the dis
cussion concerning same.
Of even greater importance is the consider
ation which must be given to those human be
ings who are directly effected by"any publicity
given them by the press. One might inquire
as to what possible effect a short notice in the
newspaper can have on an individual.

Actually, the effect can vary from negligible
to profound, idepending a igood deal upon the
person's personality. There are those people
who have the ability and the maturity to rise
above adverse criticism while others of a dif
ferent nature are overwhelmed by it. However,
be that as it may, the result will ironically in
clude the alienation of one's acquaintances,
particularly in a business sense, hardship of a
physical, mental or spiritual nature (or a com
bination of these) for the individual's family
and certainly a loss of respect for the man
himself. Some portion of this, if indeed not
all, could be avoided.

' Naturally there are those citizens who will
endeavorto prevent any changes in the system
of court reporting by saying that any offender
should have thought of' the effect his misde
meanor would cause. This may well be, but
the far more Christian attitude would be to
help a man, to give him a boost rather than
worsen his already sorry lot.

They may even suggest that this unfavor
able publicity must stand in order to atone for
the crime. However this is not so, according
to law. Any man who is arraigned and found
guilty theoretically pays his debt to society by
serving his sentence as imposed upon him by
the court. If a man is sentenced to serve his
term in a county institution, or a reformatory,
or a federal penitentiary, or indeed if he is to
be given a suspended sentence, thereshould be
no suggestion that he be required to labour
under the additional punishment of public
•condemnation, particularly that additional
punishment of a" public misled by incomplete
and slanted newspaper accounts.

- •-Some citizens -will go so far as to say that
court reporting is essential for the protection
of society. Can anyone "honestly sayihat She
community is protected by this sort of pub
licity? If so, how? The onlypeople who may
be said to be protected, or "warned,".against
the offender are those of his acquaintance and
with them they are not necessarily safeguard
ed. If a man convicted of breaking and enter

ing is determined to Tepeat his offence upon
release from prison, he certainly will not send
a note in advance advising his intended victim
of his intent. And though a shopkeeper has
read in the press that John Doe has been con
victed of Breaking and Entering, he will not
know that this same John Doe may be plann
ing to rob his establishment at some time in
the future. It follows then that this merchant
actually has not been protected by his know
ledge gleaned from the daily newspapers. A
criminal accused of obtaining money under
false pretenses will amdoubtedly xhange He ,
name if %eIntends ia> repeat iiis offence. A *
sex maniac released from an institution will
not knock on a door and inform the lady of
the house that he intends to criminally assault
her daughter the next day. Consequently these
citizens are not protected simply because they
may have read about these particular law
breakers in the newspapers.

It becomes obvious that no particular good
is realized from publicizing criminal offenses
in the daily press. Indeed, it might be admit
ted that the only real excuse for the publica
tion of such news is to satisfy the morbid cur
iosity of one segment of the general public.
Any person, editor or otherwise, who claims
that this sort of news must be printed because
the public demands it and that without it, the
circulation of the paper would suffer, need
only to look to the British press for proof of
the fallacy of his belief.

It is an established fact that the majority
of newspapers in Great Britain do not pay
heed to news of a criminal nature and yet

- these same publications certainly do not suffer
from lack of circulation. One can only con
jecture, of course, whether or not there is a
direct connection between the amount of pub
licity accorded' criminal offenses in the press
and the amount of crime committed in any
country. It cannot be denied that Great Bri
tain with a minimum of attention given to
crime and criminals enjoys a much lesser
crimeTate per capita in comparison <with the
blatant publicity given to crime in Canadian
and U.S. publications.

One bas only tonote the corresponding over-
wjjfilming .crimexate per capita in both coun
tries as compared with-Great Britain. *Can we
not assume that there might possibly be some
connection between the amount of crime com
mitted in a nation and the elaborate notoriety
afforded crime in its publications?

But to get back to the effect of publicity of
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a first-offender: If a man has committed an
offense however minor it may be, and the
crime and conviction have been written up in
the newspapers, this same man may experience
considerable difficulty in rehabilitating him
self, particularly if he is given a suspended
sentence with probation. By being given a
suspended sentence, the offender is not requir
ed to spend any time in an institution and thus
must return to society And -endeavor to re
establish himself immediately following the
publicity he has received from the press. He
may ^encounter considerable difficulty in -se
curingemployment, not because henecessarily
lacks the ability, but rather because in the
prospective employer's mind, this man is as
sociated with that very vague term, "crime."

It cannot be denied that there are those few
Christian individuals who are willing to give
an offender a chance to prove that he is willing
and eager to live a righteous, law-abiding life,
to atone for his past transgressions against so
ciety. But neither can it be denied that in
the vast majority of cases, all too few employ
ers are willing to accept the responsibility of
giving a man with a criminal record the op
portunity to prove himself. We say "willing"
to accept the responsibility because in many
cases the employer himself may want to help
a reformed criminal but he is apprehensive of
thepress and public opinion; the effects it may
have upon his business/ other reactions of his
employees once it becomes known that their
fellow worker is a personwith a criminal past.

It could not take too many refusals to make
a man wonderif it were at all possible to make
a comeback. If this person had a particularly
strong will, he might be able to get, and hope
that eventually he will be able to change to, a
position which would make better use of his
skills. Of course if we are to face facts hon
estly we will admit that this sort of stoicac-

By Anonymous

Why are -you, Bars?
To confine and cage and protect and sub

due? And to torture?
You are likened to a man I never met be

fore. Bars. You are as a superhuman of
•Steel; silent, tall and straight, "and coldly Tm-
yielddng. Like something I have never seen
"before. Yet like something I have always

. known. Always just ahead of me. And behind
me. Always too close. Always Bars.

Bars.
Were you born here; Bars? Or where was

L**k

ceptance of adversities is extremely difficult
for anyone, including people who are not try
ing to" overcome the oppressive obstacle of a
criminal record. For a man who not only has
to overcome such an obstacle, but to do so with
the psychological fact indelibly-imprinted in
his mind that the majority of the public are
too preoccupied to end avor to help in any
tangible manner, it is small wonder that occa
sionally he is tempted togive way to his frus
trations, and indeed even to return to his life
of criminality out of sheer desperation.
. Possibly we .should emphasize the fact that
wesremot'suggesting that all 4bese<d2f&culties
and obstacles are erected merely because of
publicity given to criminal offenses in the
press. But we do believe that undue and repi-
titious publicity does contribute to this state
of affairs which could possibly be changed if
the press were to ignore at least .minor if not
all criminal offenses. •

It was suggested primarily that editors and
owners of newspapers and magazines must
shoulder most of the responsibility in regard to
what appears in their publications embracing
criminal offenses. But must they accept this
responsibility alone? We think not, in spite
of the fact that any ultimate publishing -of
news rests solely with them.

We believe that presiding magistrates and
judges should bear a portion of the respon
sibility. Bearing in mmd that no magistrate
or judge would be justified in ordering a court
reporter or an editor not to print such news
(even though some cases are held "in camera
by order of the court), he would be quite jus
tified in suggesting to the responsible persons
that such publicity would be detrimental to
the rehabilitation of the prisoner and conse
quently it would be preferable if the case m
question received no notice in the press.

your beginning? In the smothering depths of
the Mesabi? Were you uprooted from a mo
ther's womb, brutally subjected to scarring
tortures until you were, a pliable nothing?
Then, in the binding hands of others, wereyou
fashioned to suit a purposeless purpose? Why
weren't you made into something more useful?
Why into Bars?

We "have-a-4ot 4n-common, -you-and I. 3£ou
are imprisoned too. And you are your own
prisoner and your own keeper. Forever. Even
after the stone and brick and mortar around
you crumbles into dust and blows like nothing
ness into the sky, into other things. Even then
shall'you stand rigid, guarding, defying; the

< Continued on Page 9
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EDITORIAL

And, despite a growing trend toward ..por
traying prison life circa 1957 as one big round
elay of ball games, schoolwork, shop train
ing, hobbycraft, movies, stage shows, ad in
finitum, a convict is still very much a convict;
a numbered statistic of Justice, a branded so
cial-leper in the eyes of mass society. He is
still one who asked, and received, everything
he asked for (alas!).

And closer to our own situation here at
Collin's Bay, we acknowledge in all fairness
ihat there is a concerted sifsrt to preparea
man for release by offering vocational train
ing and academic advancement. And that
while contemporary penology has progressed,
finally from the era of the shaven head and
the ball and chain, the road ahead is still be
ing paved. The swing from retributive pun
ishment to reclamation has only been in effect
here in Canada for the past nine years. Can
adian penologists recognize the fact that there
is still much to be done about our prisons and
as always, the process of effecting changes is
painfully slow.

But lest outsiders be misled through other
. mediums of communication that this prison...

OUT OF THE MOUTHS OF BABES

The Lord's Prayer has had to withstand
considerable abuse, especially from children
trying to learn it from enunciators or from
mumbling congregations.

V.

FROM A MENCKEN CHRESTOMATHY

"When I say crime, of course, I mean the
thing in its conventional sense. In the abstract
it scarcely has any existence. Practically all
so-called crimes are justifiable on occasion,
and nine-tenths of them, to certain kinds of
men, are unavoidable on occasion. It is a pla
titude that you will find quite as many intelli
gent and honest men in the average prison as
you will lind in the average club, and when
it comes "to ^courage, enterprise, 'and determin
ation — in brief, to the special virtues which
mark the superior man — you will probably

BARS

immovable god-father, the timelesswatchman
over the paper-thin fallacies of man.

Your powerful tentacles stretch horizontally
and vertically, like a waking monster, weaving
ttsane patterns from floor to ceiling, super-

or any other prison... is anything less than
plush country clubs wherein prisoners langu
ish in perfect socialism enjoying all the -com
forts and benefits of a free society, we would
point up the fact that these prison walls stand
to confine prisoners.. .not to keep citizens
out. No prison we ever heard of has ever
operated for the pleasure of its inmates. Pri
sons still operate as phtces of detention. This
function is primary. Rehabilitation is secon
dary, for individual reclamation depends en
tirely upon the attitudes and desires of the
particular inmate. And the burdens <&nd ad
versities of the Collin's Bay prisoner and his
family and loved ones are just as real and pro
found as were those of prisoners of other gen
erations.

The Commissioner of Penitentiaries deftly
stated the situation of imprisonment today
when he saidi: "Even the humane and helpful
changes that have been made in the treatment
of offenders, imprisonment, with its loss of li
berty, regimentation and discipline, its long
hours of cellular confinement, its complete re
moval of the individual from his family and
home ties, still remains a very real punish
ment for criminal behaviour."

One little boy was heard to pray, "Harold
be Thy name."
Another begged, "Give us this- day our jelly
bread."
A New York child petitioned, "Lead us not
into Penn Station."

find a great many more. But society, in order
to protect the weak and botched against the
bold and original,^as had to proclaim certain
human acts, under certain circumstances, as
too dangerous to be permitted, and hence as
what we call criminal. Most of us aspire to
the majority of these acts in secret, and some
of us commit them surreptitiously, but the
man who performs them in such a manner that
the fact becomes notorious Asa menace to the
security of the rest of us, and we go through
the solemn Tiocus-pocus of seizing liim and
irying him, and pump tip in indignation over

• his rascality, and finally visit upon him the
thing called" punishment." —H.L. Mencken

Continued from Page 7

imposed over windows and doors, embracing
every cavity, every gap, every potential gap.

There is no escape from you, Bars.

Like myself.



We Who Stand To Be Counted
By Tom Runyon

[Editor's Note: "We" are convicts who stand at our cell doors to be counted
each day for months and years and sometimes decades. The thoughts, opinions,
actions and desires "we" express are ihose of the writer and most of his friends
and acquaintances.. .not all; but most. Offered in the interest of better under
standing between citizen and prisoner, this sketchy account at least attempts to
be objective. "We;" by .and laige, are exactly like our more fortunate counter
parts who walk the streets as ixee men and have troubles of their own. ""We"
are, for the most part, those convicted of crimes against property, so our re
actions in some particulars are our own.

Tom Hunyon, author of this piece, isnow dead. Until the time of his death,
he was serving a life sentence in the Iowa State Prison at Fort Madison.]

To begin with, we do not like prison or any
part of it. Even when we are taking part in
athletics, even when we are laughing and ap
parently carefree, we don't like it, for the
strain of living under unnatural conditions is
always with us. Our troubles... with our
sentence leading the list... are never far from
our thoughts. If we are serving a term of years,
and not life sentences, we can tell to the day,
almost to the hour, when we are due .for re
lease, even though that all important hour
may be many years in the future.

Neither* do we like policemen, although we
respect the honest "copper."The word "police"
covers a great deal of ground in our vocabu
lary. It means not only the officer who walks
a beat; it means sheriffs and marshals and
supreme court judges and even, sometimes, the
plain citizen. It depends on how the person
acts and appears whether or not we label him
"policeman." This does not necessarily mean
that we hate every person so labeled; it may
mean that we merely dislike him, merely dis
trust him. Our attitude is probably similar
to the pioneers' attitude toward the savage.

Presumably, none of ns were *born-with a
dislike for the policemau, but some learned it
almost in the cradle. It is almost an instinct,
if not learned for ourselves with bitter exper
ience, then brought to us by the experience of
other prisoners... generations of prisoners...
who never forget, and never fail to pass on,
the real or fancied wrongs received from the
"police." A man will not remain long in pri
son before he feels that pervasive dislike.
James Agee,'in the documentary film, "The
Quiet One" might well have been speaking for
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prisoners when he said ".. .lest the generation
of those maimed in childhood, each making
the next in its own image, create upon the
.darkness, like mirrors locked face to face, an
infinite corridor of despair."

But the reader must not get the idea that'
we spend our time standing around and hat
ing. Indeed, a casual visitor might get the
idea we like.it here if he sawuscongregated on
the yard at noon, in animated conversation
with much laughter and loud talking. Some
of us will be playing cards, some walking up
and down the yard as we talk, some listening
to news reports from the radio, some merely
sitting apart, resting.

We laugh^a lot, sometimes pointlessly and
needlessly, perhaps on the theory it is just as
well to laugh.. .it does no good to cry. Some
times we laugh at things that might make a
good and sheltered citizen shudder, yet there

"are no sadistic undertones to the laughter. We
laugh because we are no longer easily shocked
and because we would not choose to show
shock even if we feel it. Jor the more than
casual listener there are ^undertones to our
laughter.. .undertones of strain, sometimes
strain that almost .reaches the breaking point.
It isn't pleasant to hear that strain...it is
even less pleasant to feel.

Many of us try to be fair, to be objective,
and to put useless bitterness behind. But it
isn't always easy to do that. Perhaps if we
were serving as examples, as outside writers
tell us we are doing, there would be at least a
modicum of satisfaction in our wasted lives.
But w<. know.. .we KNOW... there is noth
ing in that trite "example" business. Weren't
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hundreds in prison before we came, hundreds
who were sent here to serve as "examples" for
we who would later become criminals? Did
we consider "examples" before we committed
our crimes? Of course we did not. To us, the
men in prison were not examples, they were
merely the "caught." Had we believed we
would be caught we would not have committed
the crime that caused lis to be laid by the
heels.

Of course we think about our troubles...
our .cases,.. a good deal of the time. And of
cotrrse much of that thought .is along ""Why
didn't I do that" or "If only it hadn't worked
out that way" lines. Most of us would no
doubt take a different route if we had to do it
over again. While once in a while we refer to
honest men as "Hoosiers," few of us really be
lieve it. Few of us see anything "easy" about
stolen money.

We stole, most of us, not because we were
lazy but because we were impatient. Most of
us are good workers, inside as well as outside,
but few of us could see that the slow way is
often the surest way; we took the shortcut,
and as happens so often we found it a very
rough path indeed.

But'we dare not look behind to often. The
mental strain of dwelling on the "might have
beens" is too great. There is danger in spend
ing too much time on the back trail. Back
down that trail lurks "The Man With The
Net"... insanity. Even if the psychiatrist
doesn't get us with his rubber hammer, friends
will say we have "stood up for too many
counts." We dare not dwell on the misery we
have caused others; we dare not get too soft.
So we wear our poker faces... which some
times cause us to be labeled "hardened crim
inals",, .and laugh a lot at little.

We are notably unsympathetic toward the
fellow who cries about his troubles. The sob
of "bum rap" (innocence) seldom gets any
thing but derision. But once in a while we be
lieve some man IS in here unjustly. For him
our sympathy is w^..rnj^nd_r£al,=and when al
lowed to do so we will help him with anything
from advice to money. We are almost invari
ably in sympathy with anyone in-Death Row
(men awaiting capital punishment). But
^henJae takes -his iast walk there are a© futile
demonstrations, little talk arid quick forget-
fulness.

We are at once tolerant and intolerant.
Ideas and acts which might once have been
abhorrent are seldom noticed after a few years
in prison. We generally mind our own busin
ess while asking that others do the same. Our

•~Mam

tolerance is apt to embrace the things and
' ideas that society disapproves; our intolerance

tends to apply to the very thing society says
is right. One man expressed this reaction: "I
don't care if it is fried chicken. If the Square
John says it's good for me. I don't want it.
There's a catch in it some place."
For the most part, we suspect the motives of
prison officials and law enforcement authorit
ies in general. We think a great deal about
our activities and our conclusions are seldom
in their favour. But when we -sit down and
really think about crime and prisons, workable
plans for doing away with both have a habit
of slipping out of our grasp. One solution...
that of turning out all convicts and locking up
all policemen... verges on the whimsical.

We worry quite a bit. We worry about our
sentences, our health, the future, letters which
are late or just don't come at all. With quite
literally too much time on our hands we worry
a great deal about little things. A physical'
pain, however slight, can become very imnor-
tant. A slight can be brooded over until it
hatches into hate. When sickness or death
comes to those we love outside the walls, we
are helpless to do anything but worry. Yes,

"we worry quite a bit.
Instinctively, we resent prohibition of any

kind. We resent intrusion on our privacy,
• which keeps us up-in-arms much of the time,

for privacy of any Elnd is almost impossible to
attain. "We do not like having others mind
our business for us, but we particularly hate
intrusion by fellow prisoners, giving rise to one
of our more common expressions: "Do your
own time!" ~

We scoff at the word "Justice" when it en
ters our conversation. We don't know what
justice is, but it seems to us that outsiders
feel justice has been served only when some
suspected criminal is convicted... outsiders
seem to feel that justice has been defeated
when a defendant is found not guilty. Out
of that feeling comes another of our expres
sions: "I 4on't want justice; J want .out!"
Probably most of us feel we've been punished
too severely. It is easy to feel persecuted to
some extent even when one guards against
that feeling. It is not uncommon for a man to
^•eel <tliat nothing authorities -do 4o him <can
surprise "him; they can surprise him only by
doing something for him.

Almost invariably we take the underdog's
part on any issue. Most of us are sentimental
ists, quick to help when we feel it is deserved.
A call for blood donors by the hospital invari
ably finds too many volunteers. We like pets,

11 Continued on Page 13
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Your eyes quickly scan the pages. Every
thing is in order. Yes, everything is all right.
Happy lines. ..contented.. .cheerful... reas
suring words. Until next time. Yes, until to
morrow night, or the day after tomorrow or
next week or next month..'. or...

Oh. security, you elusive, schizophrenic
hellion!

This is how you wait for mail in prison. A
day at a time; hour by hour, second by second
.. .mrtil the footsteps begin their trek down

WE WHO STAND TO BE COUNTED

a feeling which finds outlets in lavishing affec
tion on the stray cats to be found behind the
walls of almost every prison.

We are not always so affectionate toward
our fellows. Suspicious of unsolicited favours,
for experience has taught us there is apt to be
a "gimmick" in it, we look askance at the do-
gooder. While we are generally considerate,

, we can be extremely cruel when our sense of
decency is outraged. Men are placed in "Cov
entry" in prison as well as outside, and mem
ories are very long in prison. Most crimes
leave us unaffected, for experience has taught
us that the crime was probably magnified by
the newspapers, but some atrocious crimes
horrify us as much as they do those outside
the walls.

Although we are considered dishonest by the
good citizen, we are notably honest about pay
ing our debts and respecting the property
rights of our fellow prisoners. The deadbeat
or petty thief soon finds himself well known,
and well despised, among his fellows; the
"grapevine" sees to that. And once his faults
are.known he finds difficulties in his path as
does his counterpart outside.

Our thoughts are on the outside a^great deal
of the time. Those with forseeable futures
outside -the walls make many plans .. .sur
prisingly practical plans, for a great many go
•witTtnd -stay out. A*nd, of "course, some of those
plans involve future crimes, although such
plans are made by a tiny majority; the man
who goes out deliberately planning to risk his
freedom again is rare. Evenlifersmake plans,-
although theirs cannot help but be of the
make-believe kind. But we cannot spend all
our time planning, so we grouse and gripe

i fnfaii

the corridor of caged souls.. .until the footr
steps approach and again you review the
sound effects until you have every movement
of the mail carrier down to a fine science.

Because mail in prison, like your Iifeblood
itself, is a requisite, an urgent need, in main
taining equilibrium and oontact with things
normal. Things living and loving; things no
one who has not experienced prison can fully
understand.

Continued from Page 11

and gossip. Novold ladies' sewing circle could
hold the proverbial candle to a group of pri
soners when«it comes to gossip. A lot of the
gossip is harmless, but too much of it is mal
icious, vicious and harmful to prisoners.

Sports of all kinds are very popular with
us.' In season, baseball, football, volleyball,
softball.. .all are represented by many teams
and players. Sports* are followed avidly on
the radio with plenty of betting on the outcome
of professional games. The stakes are low,but
partisanship is high and violent.

Practically all of us are interested in cur
rent events, and in that respect having a lot of
time on our hands helps us. For we really
think about world affairs and the problems of
people, be they politicians or Dead-End Kids.
While we get all our information from news
papers and the radio, we are apt to be better
informed on world affairs than the average
citizen simply because we have little to dis
tract our attention. We would gladly trade
our isolation for some of the good citizen's
distractions, but as long as we cannot do that
we make the most of our meager advantage.

Our reaction to the news is almost exactly
that of the average citizen. When the little
girl fell into the abondoned well in "California,
apparently &t least three-fourths of the pri
soners followed the news as anxiously as those
jieighbours «aad -citizens -of California. -Like
the good people, we never turn a hair when
hearing of thousands of deaths in some far-off
country... like them, we become thoroughly
excited over the death or misfortune of a small
child.

"We," in the end, are much like "They" who
sent us here.

13



One Man's Opinion

Too Soon For Too Little
by Anonymous

There seems to be confusion and much conflicting opinion, much searching
for the main causes why Canadian prisons are filling with an ever increasing
number of youthful offenders. The author advances an unique approach in seek
ing the answers.

I see no particular reason for all this tre
mendous waste of money and energy de
voted to ferretting out the reasons for the

constant lowering of age of.Canadian prison
ers. I do not feel confused or confounded as I
look about me and seemany of the young lads
here in the penitentiary.

Perhaps those in charge of the search for
the reasons are over-looking the obvious. Why
not ask the young prisoner himself? Or, better
still, use my process. It's quite economical
and arrives quite simply at the root of things.
Follow me as I find out "why a youngster goes
to the penitentiary."

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:

What is your name?
John Prisoner.

How old are you?
Pretty near eighteen.
How much time are you serving? *
Thirty months.
How much of that time have you already
served?

A: Almost seven months.
, Q: What is the nature of your offense?
A: Escaping from (a provincial institution.)
Q: You received thirty months for escape?
A: No. just six months. But I have to finish

the two years I received for car theft on
my original sentence.

Q: Where you involved alone in the stolen
car incident?

A: No. There were two otheis with mc.
Q: What were their sentences?
A: One went to a trainingschool and the oth

er received probation.
Q: Why did you receive the severest sentence?
A: I don't know; I was the oldest, I guess.
Q: Were you represented by legal counsel at

your trial?

A: So, just one boy had a lawyer.
Q: Who was that?

A: The one who got probation.
Q: yWhat about the second offender and your-

* self — did you have any form of legal aid?
A: Well, my dad said it was time I learned

. a lesson and the other boy, his mother had no
money for a lawyer.
Q: Is your father financially able to have se
cured a lawyer?
A: Yes. but he said he had spent enough
money on me.

Q: Do you remember anything outstanding
about your trial?
A: Yes, the court said it was going to make
an example of me, and one guy said it was
about time I learned my lesson.
Q: Were your parents present in the court
room?

A: Yes. Mom was crying. Made me feel pretty
bad and everything.
Q:*Did your father come forward to speak-
in your behalf?
^.: Oh, he spoke up. He explained about my
juvenile record and how he had always paid
for the stuff we took but he said he wasn't
going to pay for any car, and it was now up
to the court because I was now old enough to
know right from wrong. »
Q: This went into the record?
A: I -guess so. *He said*when he was seventeen,
lie was making for;\ dollars a month and that
it was about time I was shown the hard way.

<Q: What *did 4he ^sentencing magistrate nave
to say?

A: He looked over all the papers he had be
fore him and whispered something to this
lawyer, then after a while he said I would be
sent to (a provincial institution) for two years
less one day because maybe it would help re-
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move that streak of larceny I had in me.
Q: What were your intentions when you stole
the car?

A: Well, nothing, really. I mean we were just
walking along and here was that nice big car.
So we stopped and looked it over. Then we
saw.the keys were right there, and one of the
guys said, 'let's go try it out.' Well, I was a

*little scared. I mean, I can drive and every
thing, but I never stole a car before or any
thing like that. I was thinking what would
happen if *we ^ot into an accident or some
thing. I just didn't care much for the idea.
Q: Then why did you take the car? You knew
you would -be stealing, didn't you?
A: Yes, I guess so. But I didn't want to be
chicken.

Q: What do you mean by that?
A: Just what I said. I'm not chicken.
Q: You took the car, then. Did you intend to
return it after you'd stolen it?'
A: Sure. We were going to park it around the
corner. That's how we got caught. We were
putting the car back. We were just sitting
there in the car, just ready to get out when
two guys jumped out of their car, grabbed
us and took us down to the police station.
Q: You mean these two men didn't know the
car was stolen when they took you to the sta
tion?

A: No. One of the policemen said the car's
owner was at a party and maybe they should
just let us go.
Q: Obviously, they didn't do that?
A: No. You should have heard the owner
when they called him and he came down to
the station to see if he knew us. Boy, was he
mad! Wow! He was going to beat us up, but
one cop grabbed him by the collar and said,
'there'll be none of that, or I'll run you in!'
That cop was okay. He gave us nearly all his
lunch because we were there all night.

Mutnan JalLacy.

The people xesponded readily^and <agi»eed
Jo do and obey. It Tesolved never again to be
like unto the nations—but could not abandon
their ways. It accepted the Eternal as God —
but upon every hill and under every green tree
Jt erected alters to wood and stone. It urged
that man was God's image — but it would
not abandon slavery. It longed for justice but,
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Q: So you were sent to a provincial reforma
tory and you escaped. Any particular reason
why?

A: The place was worse than a penitentiarv.
At least here they don't bother you too much.
I mean they leave you to "yourself more than
in the other place. At (the provincial institu
tion) somebody's always hollering at you for
something.
0: Why?
A: Mostly for petty .stuff.
Q: What do you mean, 'petty stuff'?
A: Walking out of step when in'line, talking,
or maybe fooling around a little bit. Any old
thing. One kid broke a sewing machine needle
and was charged with sabotage. But we got
even. We put salt in the paint they use there,
so after a while all the paint peels off.
Q: Why did you run away?
A: I just got fed up with all those rules and
every guard had a different set of rules. I just
took off, that's all. But I never got off the
property. They caught me right there. I didn't
know the area so it was a fairly easy thing to
catch me.

Q: And they took you to court? - ^
A: Yes. They charged me with, escape and
they said I should be taught a lesson —maybe
four walls would be harder to run off from.

Well, the youth made it. He's in the pen
itentiary now. If he makes time serve him for
a change': there is still hope that as he gets
older he will learn patience and a little prac
ticality; perhaps even be tolerant of those
people who display so much interest in at
tempting to ferret out the reasons why he is
in prison at all. It. is hoped that the solution
to the problem may be reached soon. In the
meantime, too many of our youth are turning
into bad too soon for too little. Let us hope
it is not too late.

fond of -bribes, it -neither -judged the "Orphan
nor did it plead the cause of the widow. It
looked forward to peace but periodically be
came enmeshed in the web of imperialistic am
bitions. In a word, it dreamed of the ideal
society and even legislated for it, but never
got down to build it. —Solomon Goldman

One God
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Our Universities Of Cirme
by Don Hurst

This treatise is directed to outside readers. It points up the fallacy of a
prison sentence and the benefits of probation over imprisonment. It should be
required reading for everyone interested even remotelv in our penological setup;
and in this age crime and punishment affects each of us, directly or indirectly —
prisoner or iree -counterpart.

"It should be remembered that when a per
son goes to jail he goes to a university of
crime."

The above is a line taken from a statement
made by Judge John Kennedy at a recent
trial held before him here in Ontario.

When we read statements like that, we
can't help but wonder how many magistrates,
judges, and just ordinary working people real
ize the profundity of those words.

After looking at the complement of various
institutions throughout Canada, we would say
very few know or have much interest in what

. goes on behind prison barriers. We have, to
back up this latter statement, very real sta-
tistics'compiled just a few years ago.

In 1954, in England and'Wales, those two
countries had a combined population of 42,-
000.000 persons. During that year the courts
committed a total of 33,000 citizens who ran
afoul of the law in some degree. The courts,
at the same time, placed on probation over
40,000 persons.

In 1954, we here in Ontario had a popula
tion of over 5.000,000 people, and during that
year we had occasion to commit 38,000 law
breakers to institutions while probated cases
tnulled a scant 5,000.

In other words in Ontario, with a popula
tion one-eighth the size of England and Wales,
we imprisoned -5,000 more people than they

-did.

-Ontario is •certainly Tiot all 'comprised of
thieves and criminals as these statistic* -would
lead us to believe. The answer, in our opinion.,
lies in our failure to wake use of the common
sense remedy of probation.
^For«exampte, a young 'offender 'seventeen or

eighteen years of age, who never has been in
trouble before, is charged with car theft. In
all probability the act itself was an outgrowth
of an adolescent caper — something to <lo; to
"break the monotony, or to gain momentary
recognition; for kicks. To his mind, at the
time he committed this violation against the
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property rights of others, it was more of a
lark than anything else. He could see very
little seriousness in the entire affair.

But for this "caper" he is given a one-year
sentence in jail. One year out of a teenager's
life can be an eternity. One year for one fool
ish error. Oneof the price tags for growing up
in a hurry —.or not growing up soon enough.

After the notoriety — and any news item
that connects an individual with perpetration
of a crime, no matter how insignificant invol
ves some degree of embarrassing notoriety —
he is led away to this new and different life
that lies ahead for him. His thoughts are a
jumble of fear of the unknown, trepidation,
humility, and downright terror that borders
panic. To coverup, to compensate, for appear
ance sake, he assumes an outward cloak of

, hardness; toughness. It is the code, the stan
dard credential of being "one of the guys" in
any institution.

And when those steel doors close behind
him and the prison routine engulfs him in one
fell swoop, he not only loses the last vestiges
of freedom but his self-respect and a good
many of the moral inhibitions he may have
possessed at the outset. And gradually, stead
ily, comes the lessening of respect for author
ity — for everybody.

A young mind works in strange ways. It is
impressionable and easily moulded in the
hands of others. Under prison circumstances
•he assumes'that people put him there because
hf1 is not fit to mingle with the "decent
people.'' $<-> decent people, to his mind, are
called ''squares" — a pronoun of contempt.
There is a great meeting of minds in prison
•because there is too much time to eommiser-
ate, too much idleness and,too many have-
nots for the young prisoner!

He serves his sentence thus. Justice has now
been done and Jhis sentence, after endJess eons,
finally is ended. But instead of turning out a
tradesman, a rehabilitated man ready to as
sume community responsibility once again, he

Continued on Page 18
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Let's Keep The Spoil Sports Away
William Huddlestdne

Granted there is always an element of danger to life and limb in sports
; participation —tut there are alsomany a pitfall in crossing the street nowadays.

The ingredient of 'risk' is a constant tangible man has always had to take into
account. But 'risk' has never beena justification for man's lying dormant.

OF late there seems to be another re-
. birth of the trend toward condemna
tion of sporting events which 'threaten

life, and limb' of participants and spectators.

As a consequence, the world-famous sports-
car racing classic at Les Mans, France, has
been permanently suspended from future com
petition. This came about as a result of the
accident last year which brought death to a
sportscar driver and scores of spectators dur
ing the racing event.

Following close on the heels of this tragedy
was the Italian counterpart of the Les Mans
racing spectacle. A similar accident that prov
ed fatal to one of its more prominent partici
pants and several spectators has led to sus
pension of this racing tradition also.

It would appear that the tumultuous criti
cism that arises can be traced to that quarter
of those who have no direct interest in the
sport. These people vent their words of wrath,
unheeding the feelings of those directly invol
ved. They assume the role of mortal messiahs,
out to whip the rest, of the world into sub
mitting to their way of thinking — regardless
of the thoughts, philosophies, sense of satisfac
tion and enjoyment derived from any sporting
event by those directly, effected.

Anysportsman, from the sandlot softballer
to the sporting parachutist, recognizes the ele
ments of danger involved in pursuing sports,
and the very recognition of this faci. spurs
the individual to become skilled to a fine line
of perfection in his chosen sport. Each time
he undertakes his .game, he willingly accepts
&e challenge of injury or death. This, in not
too few instances, is the high point of many
such competitive contests — the ability to
perform the near-impossible without achiev-
mg bodily harm in the process.

. This applies equally to boxing, racing, ski-
JQg, bullfighting, bobsledding, wrestling, base-
hall, soccer, swimming, or pink elephant hunt
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ing. It is a challenge— the tempting of fate,
in search of adventure.

As a rule, the material rewards of such en
deavors are quite lucrative. We might-add,
however, that pay is not usually. the main
driving factor that sends man screaming over
mountain passes in high-powered cars, nor is
it the mere quest of money that causes man
to descend deep into the unknown catacombs
of the sea's depths in rubber suits. Nor is it
necessarily the winning of a bronze token of
achievement. :

It is almost always the never-ending chal
lenge to conquer the impossible — or the here
tofore impossible — the exploring and shed
ding of light on the unknown. .It is a never-
ending search of a new thrill, as in mountain
climbing; a new outlet of escape for restless,
inquisitive man. It affords also a form of es
cape from everyday drudgery of a moon-june
existence. • . •-

Recently a heavyweight boxer died as a re
sult of injuries inflicted by his opponent in the
rine. The resulting howls of protest rose to the
heavens but. surprisingly, it was short-lived.
It could probably be charged to the very real
fact that boxing has always been more associ
ated with the hungry elements of our society.
That is. those who have to fight to eke out a
living. Very few boxers turn professional be
cause they love the sport. It is too grueling,
too brutal, too demanding. Because profes
sional boxers are thought of in terms of a form
of tradesman — in the game only for the mo
netary gain — the protestations over a ring
death j&xealmost .shnrt-Jived,affairs.

It is an accepted fact that after a young
Canadian girl swam Lake Ontario last sum
mer, many people requested that long-distance
swimming be stopped. The same chorus came
back for a resprise of their predictions of doom
when later the same girl attempted to con
quer the Straits of Juan De Fuca Sound. Fail
ing on her first attempt, the cries of the oppo-
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sition died, or at least lessened. But the re
sultant victory cheers that heralded her sec
ond and successful attempt across the Straits
stilled into ironic silence the negative, prohibi
tive elements. .

Here was not a case of merely defying
death. This was a youngster with a lions
share of heart who wouldn't acknowledge de
feat.

Our social scheme is composed of organiza
tions, sects and factions which claim rightly
that strong bodies produce, strong, healthy
minds. Yet,it would seem that these.self-.same
croups leap to the fore 'with wnotaon-^harged
stands in their efforts to have all Sunday
sports banned. We would ask the question of
this minority, 'Are sports — any sport — to
be played solely on your terms or not played
at all?' This stand, obviously, would seem to
be the underlying motive of these people.

It is a deplorable, bitter truth that our Can
adian athletes by and large rank among the
poorest in the world. The recent Olympic

OUR "UNIVERSITIES OF CRIME"

has transformed into a "rounder"; another
follower of the ypung and constant Dilhnger
Fan Club. . , . ±, .

He learned in prison, all right. But he learn
ed the wrong things. He learned all about the
easy money route — the fool's gold.

How can juvenile crime be cut down with
out recourse to imprisoning the offenders? The
first-time offenders? It lies in extending these
defaulters a fresh beginning via the Probation
Act. If the offender breaks this bond of trust
granted him, the probated period or the sus
pended sentence can be imposed and he can
be imprisoned for the specified period. It costs

Games held at "Melbourne bear out this fact.
There is no aid or direct, concerted support
from governmental sources in behalf of pro
moting good competitive athletes and sports
men. But there are grants readily made avail
able to those in the fields of the arts and let
ters; or to finance the formation and opera
tion of a committee to study the phenomenon
of why white cows give birth to 'black calves.
Would that a similar degree of interest were
displayed in the youth of this nation!

It is our feeling that those who cry the
loudest about the so-called 'dangerous sports
«re the self-same ones who, ikwragh a season
al lack of ability, fortitude, or proper per
spective of intellect, are unable to compete
themselves. Somewhere along the road of life
they have been by-passed, hence they lean at
every opportunity to yent their cnes of in
human!', not because they believe such to be
so but because they have come to know that
it 'is a means of attracting attention, even mo
mentarily if need be, to themselves.

Continued from Page 16

nothing to give another human being a chan
ce; that is, next to nothing when one considers
the overwhelming tax burden of supporting
our penal, institutions. Especially when there
is the greatest possibility of turning the in
dividual into an asset rather than a menace
and a continuing financial millstone.

The seventeen or eighteen-year old youth
we've cited above is meant to be hypothetical,
but there is an element of authenticity in what
has been said about him. I know! Because it
is my own story. It.is something that could
very well happen to the kid next door — or
-even your own son. -

THE MODERN ERA

A New York psychoanalyst decided he was
spending too much time sitting in his consult
ing room listening to the verbalizations of the
patients on the couch. "So he consulted an effi
ciency expert who told him, ""Yes, this does
take too much time. I propose that you get a
iape recorder; and you can leave the tape re
corder m your office. This will record what is
said, and later on, at your liesure you can
listen to the verbalizations of your patients.

The analyst tried this out and it worked
very well. But after two weeks, one time in the
middle of the morning, when he was down at

the corner drugstoreJiaving coffee, who should
walk in but the patient for that hour. The an
alyst raised his eyebrows.

The patient said, ""There'̂ 5 nothing to be
anxious about. I decided that I was spending
too much time lying on the couch giving my
verbalizations, so I consulted an efficiency ex
pert. The efficiency expert toldme, TWhat you
should do is get a tape recorder. You can re
cord your thoughts while you are shaving, or
going about other business during the day.
So now, up in your office, my tape recorder is
talking to your tape recorder."
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Barred Bards
.. .A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of thought,
And rolls through all things.

—Ibid

A GRAYER FOR MY «ON

"God bless Daddy, too;" he said
As he prepared himself "far bed,
""feet me grow up b*g and then,
"Make me like my Dad —• Amen."

I gazed upon my little son,
Whose tiny life had just begun;
In simple truth he asked to see,
A future that would always be.

Oh, God forbid when manhood dawns
That he should know the guards and cons;
Of jails and cells with bars of steel;
A challenge even brave men feel. -

i

Now this is mine, oh God, to face
And I know my destined place
To show that I am worthy of
This little lad and all his love.

Let him grow up big and then,
Let Mom and Dad be proud — Amen.

- —Cecil Cher-nick

AFFECTION IN PROSE

A child
Who has grown up
Lacking the love
Of a mother
And a father
Is often too generous
With love.

—Ray Renaud

WAN "STRIVES

Man strives for glory, honor, fame,
That all the world may know his name.

Amasses wealth by. brain and hand;
Becomes a power in the land.

But when he nears the end of life
•3&nd looks hack o'er the years -of strife,

-He finds -that happiness depends
On none of these, but love of friends.

—Anon.

LAMENT

1 write a poem now and then;
Just let my best pal sight it!
HellTBad it, murmur, "This is keen!"
""••.But tell me, did you write it?"

—Editor

-«XQ» •<SV*».<

A TETHER'S -NIGHT *VTGTL

A curtain is held at a window,
A21 anxious face -peers at the night;

l$yes shadowed b.y life's ^constant worry,
^Utond'ring if her dear son is all right.

Now comes a rolling of thunder,
And lightning breaks streaking in flight;

In the flash of the sudden blue glowing,
Troubled eyes ask, "Is my boy all right?"

The storm dies and flees from the heavens,
Mist falls from the still grumbling sky;

Then into the darkness, her whisper;
• A sob as she tries not to cry.

The hours wend on toward the dawning,
Still she looks, her gnarled hands clasped in
fright

She'll not leave her place by the window,
Till she knows her dear son is all right.

— Ray Renaud

ONE DAY

We peer into darkness and find naught .
But darkness, great impenetrable, still;

Immensity past any finding out, until
Each one alone into its midst be brought,

Perhaps to know the fullness of it all
In one short moment. Many times a year

We at work pause awestruck, when a call
From out the Unseen bids some worker near

Obey and come. This darkness will be spanned
One day !by light — we too shall understand.

—Anon.

MOTHER DEAR

We do not need a special day
To hring tou to our minds,
For the days we do not think of you
Are very hard to find.
If all this world were ours to .give,
We'd give it — yes, and more
To see the face of mother dear
Come smiling through the door.

isooking "back with-memories
Upon the path we've trod,
We bless the days and years we've had
And leave the rest to God.
Mem'ry is an endless lane
Where hearts are ever true;
A lane we often travel down,
For it always leads to you.

—Philip Hamilton
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Reeliri & Dealiri
Thi*s edition sings the swan song to the one

and only Jimmy Beck. This is the man who
will be missed as soon as he departs the con
fines of this little old bar-bound bistro. Al
ways smiling, even though the roof may be
saving in, always a good word for everyone,
Jimmy Beck has been a lot of help to the place
as a great guy and a real gentleman. Take it
easy out on the hardened sod, Jimmy, and -we
wish you all the best of everything there is
and then some...

And next in line comes the guy who would
do anything for a million bux. At least that's
the way we got it from the Joe Sullivan...
Ron Portiss and a brand new case in the mak
ing. A postcard and fifteen purses later and
the kid is off again...

Al Corrie trying to make a great big de
cision and it has" to be for the better. Congrats
to you, Daddy-o...

Larry Meyers from 'way out there in the
Quarry gang says that the Rodger and the
Monster are trying real hard. You should ever
get so lucky, Cheetah...

Joe Lowery and The Dominating Derierre
are doing a fine job on the sports field here
abouts. Stick with it, you two. Faint heart
never won fair ballfield...

The Jim Jim holding hands yetl Tsk! Tsk!
Old as you are, man, you should ever get so
lucky...

And the scoundrel known as Scoop is put
ting the arm on everybody for this column...

Bob McLaughlin doing fine, and The Chin
is going to take command of the ball this
year. Stick on in there, Chisel...

Ed Roach, The Vince, Stobby, The Podge
and "Robust Rice are all getting real shortitis
(six-bits worth, like) and send howdies to all
their chumlets...

And the shock (1) of the year is the Long
John Huha out on the weights. Queried if he
was going for a few bulges, he parried that
iie wanted the .bulges only on'ihe left and
right-hand pockets of his strides. ..what a
bulge, man!...
• Pinky in $1 Dorm gets a widdle bluebird
on his peachfuzz every night before he goes
biddy-bye in the sack. It's goin' to grow in
too, man...

"Munchin' " Maxam is always eating and
the guy with the boudoir orbs is shaking it like.

with Sill & Slick
a trouper...

"Stoney" Stonefish putting all those little
Drown things in the mud mug in the morning.
It still reeks, man, and the guv is a little sore
andiput out by it all <heh, heh, hehl)...

Jackie Boylealways svith&maleand doing
it like a real trouper. Great guy! Stay in the
nice rut, Jack, 'cuz it all's gotta end some-

• time....
The Tactless One really livin' high off the

hog these days, diggin' the crazy 78's; "If It's
The Last Thing I Do," "Cry Me A River" —
like what grows down there in Texas; Burpsi-
Colas, new interior dec job on the sanctum...
And to all the inquiries about The Tactless
Texan's real geographical origin, Old TT is a
sho' nuff dyed-in-the-wool Texican — and no
other local resident can make that statement...

The Mouse did a stand-out job on the office
and we appreciate the hours you put in, man..
But where's your union card? '

For our money, little "Pete" Peters is one
of the best when it comes to ruling the hand
ball court. Never beefs and he usually wins...

And for you, Mr. Fred Stahlbaum, take no
tice! When he calls you in, man, act real sur-
prised-like...What's with the Weazel having
his name changed to the Bunny??????...

Seeing is believing, men, and we just saw
"Jolly" Johnny Rice. All two hundred and
nineteen pounds of him. Seems he was halted
in the\hall t'other day and when The Man
opened his coat to see what he had under
neath the thing, out rolled his tummy. Is all
that vours, man, or do you borrow from every
body you meet?????...

Four-inch speakers for one man's ears yet.
What is it with you, Greg?...

No cigarsfrom the BigBon yet. Apparently
the Bruins blew the bundle. Sorry, old-chappy,
but the scandal will fee made known ven*-
vcrv soon unless-you change your mind...

Bye 'Bye to the Jake Isenberg, to Stoney.
Gibby, and the rest of the guys who go ta-t3
this edition. Ta"ke it real slow on the cricks
and live like you like. ......

And for Ancient James Leslie on the Hoff
man Press: Jim pounds out a mountain ol
produce on the old press and the guy aste
nothing in return. Fond fellow is Jim but ve
wish he'd quit blubbering at the bridge table-

Ye Olde "Duke" Bullock still going strong
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REELIN'& DEALIN' , . ,

as the Wizard of The Washers. Best clean 'em
and sheen 'em guy in the jernt and dependable
as tomorrow's sunrise,..

Joe Houska looks down in the chops these
days and he has a good reason, we hear. Then
a few weekends ago the guy turned out all
smiles. "Will you see ihatjny pants are wash
ed okay, Daddy-o?"...

And to Cyril and Sam, we shout hello and
hope you two get 'back into .shape veddy ved-
dy soon. Beat us, -steal our -money, lie to us,
but never — and we mean NEVER — go 'back
on your word: Bad business, men...

And the most embarrassed twosome in the
jail is the Big Stew and Big George Bedard.
Seems they sat down to play a bit of bridge
last week — with two mediochre players —
and were skunked (whew!) twice in a row yet!
That's like two times, man — yeh, two-ish
like...

And our pal Ron in is lip action in the Dorm
$2 — WTOW!!!! How come Robbie couldn't
crack after the guy gave him the tray ...
You are the one sneaky gent we have been
watching, Mister Bulge...

Wha' hoppened to the part-time member
ship, Al???...

Gerry Bell looking wistfully for The Ticket
and it better come this time or The Blonde
will be in for another season of mound duty—
only this time without the Athletics behind
him... •

Little Lee piloting that Great Big Bus and
him only four foot nothing...

The kid known as Taxi and the Dube are
looking real shapeful these days and are they
soaking up the sun 'n everything! And Chisel
almost busted the ball screen when he came
charging in to glove a fly ball. Joint^wrecker
already yet! Nice card, Red, but it's all over
but the. weeping. Tombstone .. .Big .Miami
tan, but no Caddy, Daddy-o — Will get you
one, Swampie...

How'd he like those Glasses, Ron, old man?
This is your last^time 4n ^fche^rag, Joe Tow-
truck.., Did you really hate to see Mm .go
Roman? We heard you got real hungry in the
last couple of months.. .Chomp! Chomp!...
And the Fish-Hook is growing in popularity,

-«hf41aipnW
And Jack sends healthy greetings to the

Gumboots Rimer and the "Willie Menton
across the.road like.. .He's shaking every
thing very cool and is bursting with news but
«e'll save it for later .. .much later...

Hey, Rice: is that all vou? Gotta get a
boost to see out the window yet...STOP THE
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PRESS! Eddde Turner Got News from the
Dodgers. The Barber tosses a 2-hitter at the
Braves and loses 10-7. Oh, my shattered nerv
es! How 'bout that, Ed? Have no fear, man—
we'll be there at the end of the year...

And the three no-trump contract in #1 Cor
ridor the other p.m. Anybody seeing the Don
Antone around can ask him about it. He'll
probably go into a Chollie McCothie Toutine
but the truth of the matter is the guy took
only One trick!!!

Old Yirge making iike a walking skelton.
TTheguyTmist have blown all of one (1) pound
in the last four months. Gee, what a feller
won't do to keep his age (ha!) at 29...

Al Corrie and the Roger Dodger have de
serted The Bums??? They want back on the
gravy train but Big Ed says "No!".. .C'mon,
Brooklyn...

And the silliest thing in The Bay for this
month is to go out on the ball diamond to wit
ness a certain Ancient One tryin' to play ball.
What say. Ted? A knee excuse is better than
none, wot? The new signs in Ye Olde Diamond
Office are fine. "I'm Always Persecuted" and
"Think. Man, Think!" The Tactless One is a
talented one, and he's all shook up. Uh-huh-
huh...And from the West Coast Fugitives,
Ed Haska, Fred Shatford, and Duke John
ston to fellow compatriots in P.A.: Ray Blaine
Jim Cherney, Jim Taylor, Tish Robinson and
Solly Johnston, we freight a big Hi Ya! and
everyone is fine...

And we certainly hope the Cabin Boy wasn't
hurt when his name appeared on the scene.
We'll make sure it doesn't happen again,
young man, and we hope 'also that you do
nothing to call for the return of The Cabin
Boy to Reelin' & Dealin' ...

And don't try to impress the wrong people,
"Mister Baseball." We know you for what
you are...Seems the truth might just come
out if you keeping makin' like a big one...

And for the Big Ron we say hi and letting
you know we will be down to see you on can
teen day and get the see-gars. Seems the scan
dal sheet is ia short one unless we -fill in with
vour scandal....

* STOP THE PRESS: »Bye T3ye to the Virg.
Old (and we xlo mean O-X-JDi) Will'nm is
leaving us and by the time this edition hits
the streets he will be long, long gone — unless
of course something detains him. Hmmmmm?
Take it slow in the race out there, Virg, and
we'll make it our business to guzsle a few at
the Bare when" the TIME comes. You gotta
pay, man, that's all there is to it. Nice and
easy, Redhead. Dig you later...



And The Skinny One has a new wall decor
ation in the Radio Room: "Rumor Monger."
You know, the thing actually favours you,
Ralph? Right down to the bones! Old Radio
Ralph reminds us of those Charles Atlas
Bodybuilding ads — the "Before" picture,
that is...

Hello, Ripper and The Rest, Nice weather
and we hope you take in a little sunshine this
summer.. .Hi, Ruthie and Muggsy.. .Get The
Last Issue?.. .Man, are we hungry! Seems
like the Dodgers will have us dead. Threaten
ed not to eat till Dem Bums win 10 games
without a loss. Seems as though the Brave
Fans are all switching allegiance to Cincinat-
ti.; .But we hang with Brooklyn, yeah, man.
Hey, Ricky and Johnny! How are you two
villains doing? Getting bigger every day...
And no homers over the fence yet...

Seems the Senator checked in over the week

end and the Big Stew told us it was the other
way around.. .Better walk cautiously, Al;
you're too far into the bit now...

Moe Farrell was cutting up on 1-Block last
month-like, when Big Stan Smith came along
and tried to get into the act. Now we ask you;
how long can this go on? Maybe for nine???...
and a half?...

Who is known as little wee Micky.. .who
just make the appeal-like, and didn't want
nobody to know nohow... ? And thanx to Al
Rogers in the Garage, we got the proper name.
At least that was the initials we received...

Greetings to the Redhead.. .hope^ you're
fine, and sure miss you, man, sure miss you.
Tactless. Pops, Ralphie, and of course, Ray
(fanfare!) send on best regards. BigCeec'and
Big Rog from M-O, too... Still chaste, beh-
beh?

A Litter Of Credit
by William Huddlestone

E* VERYTHING started about two weeks
ago, so it's best that I regress at. least
that far so I can explain how it all came

about.
I had- been up to the local pill factory via

sick parade to see about getting some stuff to
knock a sinus condition. On the return trip to
the cellhouse corridor, a chum, headed in the
opposite direction, yells over to me: "Where
you been, Huddle? Up at court again?"

"Nope. Went up to see the doc for my an
nual ticker check-up," you reply lightly.

That's all there was to it, so help me. But
the following couple of weeks were little less
than hectic. Since that fateful day when 1
started it all by mouthing those innocent and
jocular words, life hasn't been exactly the
same.

For instance, the first evening I'm sitting
in on a bridge ?es?ion wiih throe of my cron-
ie- when one of the gay.- looks hard at n g and
says, "Hear you made a licket, Huddle-."

"Ticket?" *I echo ironically. "Deal the
cards."

He shrugs and deals.
That night, after lock-up, The Man hands

me a magazine sent over by some guy in £1
Block. A note slithers out from between the
pages:

Huddle, Old Pal:

I don't know when you're going home
—I just heard the news a little while ago from
a very reliable party that you finally made
your ticket, buddy. And I sure am glad for
you, buddy. Congratulations, buddy. By the
way, I'll appreciate your making arrange
ments to have me paid back for them three
decks of weed you borrowed from me four
days ago. Remember, buddy?...

I stared benumbed at the wall. And besides,
I only owed the guy two bales—and I borrow
ed them only day before yesterday.

Next morning, in the breakfast line, Harry
the Harpist approaches and extends his paw.
Purely by reflex, I grab at his hand^ and give
it a firm shake. Nothing falls out of it.

"Congratulations, Huddle," he says. "Heard
all about it a couple of minutes ago. When do
ya go?"

"What's all this?" yoj counter. "I'm notgo-
ing anyplacel"

"Aw, hell. man. I heard you made a ticket-
He jabs you lightly in the ribs and gives

with the old wmk.
"If I made a ducat, it's news to me."
His expression fades into one of askance for

interminable seconds. Then a sarcastic leer
slowly shades his face.

"Okay — play the coy type if you want to.
But after all, man, you and .me was always
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ALITTER OF CREDIT
buddy-buddy, remember? If you don't want
I should know, well..." .

He walks away, the very image of injured
martyrdom.

The remainder of that day was one of utter
frustration and indecision. By three oclock
that afternoon, my nerves were so bad 1 had
tomake a desperate- move to pacify my thy
roid. I went up front and inquired in a squeaky
voice if any ticket had by some accidental
jniracle come in for me.

All i lot ^was a paiBfidi ilaugh «nd at limp
wave of the hand.

On the way back to the cellhouse, it hits me
like a ton of motzohs. Of course! Some goof
must have overheard that conversation about
mv getting a ticker-checkup, thought I d said
"ticket" and took it from there. Hmmmmmm.

"Where you been, Huddle? On the carpet
again?" (Ah-hah!)

I chuckle evilly inside myself as I face my
inquisitor. A weirdj nefarious plan begins to
take form inside my twisted bram. I manage
to stifle a sanguine cackle and assume an air
of sincerity. •

"Been up front. Warden's office. Just got a
telegram that my eccentric Aunt Harriet died
out in Edmonton and left me one of her pet
cats," you deadpan. "I had to go up front just
now to work out some sort of arrangements
for the cat until,I get out."

The guy looks back at me blankly and I
leave him standing there staring at the wall,,
aodding mutely. .

The following week was hectic. But not lor
me. I just sat back and took it all in.

"Hey, Sammy! Y'hear about Huddle? Some

aunt of-his died and left him * *ew -Caddie!
How «bout that?"

"Hey George! You hear about Huddler
His grandfather died and left him a cattle-
ranch out in Alberta - an' you know how
much real estate is involved in one o them
Alberta ranches!"

"Harry, keep this to yourself, but I just
got it straight off the griddle - Huddtestone|S
rich Grandma just kicked off and left him five
blocks of real estate in downtown Edmonton.

"Donny, I just got the news thatthe Huddle
came into quite a pile from some distant rela
tive down in the states. Some little 1*5* ™£
ed Evansville. Think it's in Indiana. Theyre
in the five 'n' ten store business. Imagine Hud- •
die — another Woolworth heiress yet!

"Hey, Mike! Hear about Huddle? His fath
er-in-law is setting him up but big when he
hits the streets. The old guy's got a share in
the Cleveland Indians, owns a string of de
partment stores in the states, and he s toning
over ten percent of all his interests to Huddle
as soon as he gets out. Pretty neat, eh? Seems
he's tied in with the Woolworth clan soroe-

"Hey\ Joe. Just got the news that the Hud
dle's been pullin' a fast one on us: He s been
givin' us that poor-boy routine for three years
now and it just now comes to light that the
guy is filthy rich! Ain't that always the way?
Them that'has, gets. The crumb!...

These days, my mail is quite interesting. 1
average at least a half dozen notes to my cell

. each night offering to sell, lease, rent, or other
wise acquire —and my credit is limitless. ^

And besides, I'vefound outwho my friends
are.

Chocolate bar, anyone?

OX "BENEFITS"

In China about 2,000 years ago, the Coun- "
ri! of Elders of a certain city decided to try
torid the city of rats, which were overrunning
the place. Instead of leaving the responsibility
*ith individuals, the Elders offered a social
ite* bounty, equivalent to SI for each rat. Rat
taking soon became a leading private occu
pation in the town, selling rats to their collec
tive selves at $1 each. Socialistic parasitism
Jsj5UMadal,«£a5ause-theneis jao .source oi boun
ty except by taxing the citizens to pay them.
"Benefits" boomerang against the collective
tf persons they are presume to aid. So this
**t project in ancient China had to be aban
doned. And their experience has an important

:^son for the temptations of socialism any

where, even for the elimination of anacknowl
edged evil. ^ -I)r;FA-Sarper
ERRATIC CONSCIENCE

The case worker at the welfare agency in a
Virginia town was interviewing an applicant
who asked for aid for herself and her thirteen
children. , _ „ .. , „

-"But I donH understand," the case worker
said in surprise. "You say your husband-de
serted you ten years ago, yet eight of your
children are under ten years of age; ^

"Oh, I can explain that, yes, maam, said
the applicant, beaming.* "You see, he came
back now and then^to apologize.

The best ten years of a woman's life arc
between 35 and 36.
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Radio

Ramblings
Windsor

•• •* •*

ND the little old Tom Kolson has de
parted the air waves at Oswego across

.the line for a different program in the
afternoon.^The loss is telling, man. We sho do
miss you," man, and the saxophonish sounds
are just no more. And for the Frank Dale we
welcome you to the captive,audience you hold
hereabouts, and hope- you'll remember us
''Once In A While" with something by the
Bostick, Sam The Man Taylor, Randy Brooks
and Ella Fitzgerald. Lots of luck to Frank and
continued success on the new assignment. As
for you, Torn,- we are with you, man,'at all
and'sundry times — and we know you have
the best there is to offer when it comes to
spinning discs.

Billy O'Connor is returning to the television
scene "this summer with his own sponsor. Long
a favorite with the Bay Crowd, Billy has been
here to entertain us so many times in the past
years that we've begun a movement to have
a permanent number" assigned to hirn here.
We're looking fofwardi to seeing him again this
year — number or-not! And lots of luck, Bill.
We hope you leave them limp in the loges; or

•wherever they happen to be when you are
tuned in.

Jim'ray McPa'rtland and the Little WToman,
Marion, are .at the Colonial in Toronto and
that is one show we'd g:ve a limb ur torn to
attend, These two wonderful people are at
their zenith .and when it comes to jazz, they
are way out. Need we elaborate further?

Tuned into the William B. Williams the
other p,m. and caujrht the tail end of Poor
Butterfly. Never cultivated any kind of goose-,
flesh over the tune previously, but like so
many times in the past, The Devine One sold
us before she finished the lyrics. Still tuned in
to Wm., and hope to hear a bit more of the

A
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Dinah Wash on the Monday evening blues
session.

Last weekend on Monitor, we took a trek
over to the Windy Town and Mister Kelly's
emporium to dig some throbs from the Dyna.-
mic Dinah Washington in person. This chan-
teuse chants like nobody else can, and when
she cuts loose on those big ones, we're lost.
Like we're all shook up.

Noticed in the columns a few days back
where Benny Goodman is coming back (as if
he ever went away. Huh!) with a new group.
When asked what he thought of R & R the
man who thrives on GOOD music said all he
knew was Swing and that's what the newly
formed band was going to concern itself with.
Just Swing. Seems like the good music might
just happen to sneak back in before too long
and we'll be able to sit back and do a little
coasting instead of going into convulsions
when some of the rather limp Rock 'n Roll
vibrates the eardrums.
. And for the gang at the Talk Of The Town
at CKEY in Toronto, we say hello and want
you folks to know that we, for four hundred
and seventy, certainly appreciate the music,
especially Ella's Vamp Of Savannah. Been a
long time since yours truly laid orbs on the
City, so we can appreciate very much your
daily, reports on happenings and events all
over town we can stay caught up with things
Go, you Leafs! Hal Kelly and Jot Jcc are with
them all the way and so are we. The little
World Series, too.

Well, my small but discriminate clan of
readers, it's time to take five again and set
a little sleep'time 'cause the Editor'says this
teenager needs his rest. Says the kid looks all
wilted out. Oh well, one can't go on being
nineteen forever. Next time, gang see you
then.
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CANADA'S PAROLE SYSTEM

Geography

By Reginald Hardy
Southam News Services

"Basic to a more modern <md<enlightened parole system would seem to be
the establishment of either a single national parole board or a series of regional
boards all answerable to the Department of Justice in Ottawa."

/-jr-'HE LATE WT.L. Mackenzie King's
^ HI observation that while most countries

III are troubled with too much history,
Canada is plagued with an excess of geo
graphy, holds true in respect to the operation
of Canada's parole and remission service. To
put it simply, it's a good deal easier to keep in
louch with paroled prisoners in countries like
Britain, France and Belgium, with their rela
tively small land areas, than in a country the
size of Canada.

If Canada could pattern her new system on
the one which is now in effect in Britain, for
instance, the work of these gentlemen current
ly studying Canada's penal system would pro
bably be reduced by one-half. But again and
again the problem of geography has interven
ed to complicate their task.

In short, there is no way of getting around
the fact that Canada must devise a system
which will meet the particular needs of a coun
try which, while having an immense land area,
possesses a relatively small population.

This respect of the problem is rendered even
more complex by the fact that Canada's pop
ulation is so unevenly distributed!. Almost
two-thirds of all Canadians reside in Ontario
nd Quebec. The rest are scattered (again,
not too evenly) over the remaining provinces.

With the .rehabilitation of the criminal an
essential prerequisite of an effective parole
system, the problem of great distances is one
*aieh must also be met by Canada's penal
^rstem. Federal penitentiaries must be spread
*ather thinly across the length and breadth of

*&* ©ominion.
There is only one federal penitentiary (Dor-

fester) to serve all the Maritime provinces.
*t me present time there is no federal prison
*& Alberta, and persons convicted of crimes in
jaat province must go all the way to the pen-
rtentiary at Prince Albert in the neighbouring
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province of Saskatchewan.
These are circumstances which do not make

the work of rehabilitation any easier.
Take Canada's only federal penitentiary for

women. Located at Kingston, Ontario, and
operated as an extension of Kingston Peniten
tiary, it must accommodate female offenders
from all the provinces.

It is not hard to picture the plight of a wo
man convicted in her native province of Bri
tish Columbia being transported thousands of
miles to the penitentiary in Ontario.

Separated from her relatives and friends
for months, or even years, she becomes, as it
were, a stranger in a strange land. Occasion
ally, perhaps, the individual would prefer such
a situation. But more often than not she be
comes lonely and discouraged. Certainly she
is not apt to react as favourably to the pri
son's rehabilitation program as she would were
she closer to home and familiar scenes and
faces.

The same applies pretty generally to prison
farms and other federal institutions where the
accent is on rehabilitation rather than on mere
punishment. There can only be a limited num
ber of these, located at widely scattered points.

In Britain, on the other hand, because of the
smaller distances to be taken into account, it
has been possible to provide a highly integrat
ed system which provides segregation of many
different categories of offender. For instance,
the British system provides no fewer than 14
different shades of Borstal care.

Geography makes it next thing to impos
sible to parallel such a system in Canada. "We
must cut our cloth to suit our needs...and
our purse.

Nevertheless, there is much that can be
done and it is expected that the Fauteux Com-
mittet^ will recommend important changes
which"will result in a much improved parole

Continued on Page 27



The Inside Story
Recent news and events concerning things penological

Inmates To Make Police Munitions

PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Inmates at Holms-
burg Prison are going to make bullets— and
for policemen at lhat. JEdward J.- Hendrick,
superintendent of prisons, says-foe bullets will
be made in.a foundry which will keep prison
ers busy and save "considerable money each
year." However, the report states that prison
ers will only make the lead slugs. Powder and
jackets will be furnished outside the prison.

Charlestown Prison Lasts 152 Years

BOSTON, MASS.—Charlestown State Prison
is no more —the last convict is gone, and the
prison is being demolished to make way for a
new highway. It served as a place of confine
ment for Massachusettes felons for 152years;
decades after it was condemned as unfit for
human habitation.

Ireland's Prisons Offer Vacations

BELFAST, IRELAND — Many long term
prisoners in Belfast are going to get summer
vacations for morale improvement. For five
years the prisoners have been permitted to
spend Christmas holidays at home and all
have reported back to the prison afterward.
Authorities, as a result, have decided to try a
one-week vacation for most felons serving
more than three-year sentences. Officials are
also considering an extension of their parole
system as an aid to prisoner rehabilitation
which would allow trusty class prisoners to
take outside jobs, providing they return to'
the prison each jiight.

Britain Plans Penal Reforms

1&ND9N, ENG.—-Britain is planning penal
reforms aimed at:
(1) Shorter sentences.
(2) Prison pay at levels which would enable
prisoners to earn their keep, maintain their
families, compensate victims of their crimes,
and save for the time of their release.

2b

(3) Change for prisoners from the discredit
ed job of sewing mailbags to responsible,
worthwhile jobs like electrician, engineer,
plumber and radio mechanic.
<4) Adoptionme OBHch «s ^ssifele of jobs for
prisoners outside the prisons.

Home Secretary- R.A. Butler, outlining the
MacMillan government's plans for penal re
form, told tiie House of Commons tnat for
centuries the idea of punishment has been too
dominant.

He looked to the day when "we come to
think of. our prisons as a place where an offen
der can work out his personal redemption by
paying his debt not only to society but to
those of its members whom he has wronged."

Mr. Butler reminded the Commons that the
United Nations had noted this subject for
special study. Other countries have been think
ing along progressive lines. But the Home
Secretary seemed obviously determined that
Britain should take the lead in giving effect
to these reform ideas. From all sides of the
Commons came warm support for the Home
Secretary. There was an inspiring nonpartisan
atmosphere during the debate.

Mr. Butler, in his penal reform plans, is do
ing a jobhe likes and which most other people
are in accord. The Secretary admitted there
was a lot of work to be done to achieve the
needed reforms. The government wanted a
policy of shorter sentences.

U.S. Executions Decline

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The US. federal
prison bureau recently reported 65 execution*
were carried out -by civil authorities in the
United ^tates-during t%5Q—11 fewer than in
1955, and only three more than the record low
of 62 in 1953. This, the bureau said, marked
a continuation of the trend toward less fre
quent use of the death penalty in America.
Six states accounted for 39, or 60 per cent of
the 65 executions. These were Mississippi with
eight, Florida and Texas seven each, Georgia
and New York with -six -each, and California
with five. One man was hanged in the state of
Washington.
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Public Service

SAN QUENTIN, CALIF.—A total of 273,864
man-hours of emergency dutv in fighting for
est fires throughout the state of California
*ere utilized by inmate fire fighters of San
Quentm Prison during the vear 1956. accord
ing to figures contained in a recent report The
figure is more than four times the average
man-hours spent at fires by firemen of a citv
the size of the state capital.

Mexico's Newest Prison
Without Bars or Locks

MEXICO CITY, D.F. - Mexican penologists
are betting more than a million dollars on the
idea that all thieves are not criminals. Mex
ico s Fabrics de Hombres Nuevos will look
more like a college campus than a prison and
is expected to revolutionize Mexico's penal
^!u I tnmates,wi11 live in open dormitories
without bars or locked doors. There will be a
special hotel-like building for prisoners' over
night visits with their wives. Mexican penolo
gists plan to make reform work by training
inmates to earn a decent living. A committee
mil be set up to find jobs for prisoners once
they complete their sentences.

Authorities expect the modernistic stone
and glass buildings now going up on the out
skirts of Mexico City to be completed bv Julv
o this year. One of the most unusual aspects
o Mexican penal system is the practice of
allowing inmates to have conjugal visits with
tfteir wives. Under the present svstem, visiting
*ives must share their husbands cells. But the
new prison will have a 20-room building for

complete privacy.
** ** *« «*

Prisoners Write Children's Books
JACKSON. MICH. — From behind the bleak
walls of the Southern Michigan Prison at
Jackson, a young convicted slaver and a for
ger are writing tales of the outdoors and chil
dren's stories. The prison authors, William
Morey, 22, serving a life sentence for murder,
and Robert Dale, serving 5 to 14 years for
forgery, write under the psuedonym of Dale
Morey. They are netting about 40 per cent of
their stories accepted for publication. They
are now working on an illustrated children's
book entitled, "Timothy, The Timid Tieer."
Most of the money they have made will be
used for art supplies to illustrate the new
book, they said.

Refuses Parole To Teach School
SANTA FE, N.M. —John Corpier, serving a
life sentence in the New Mexico State Prison
for forgery, is foregoing his immediate free
dom so that he may help thirtv-four other
convicts to gain a fair chance at a decent life.
Corpier could have left prison for a good job
in his home town three months ago. He re
fused parole to remain behind bars and con
tinue teaching radio and television electronics
to a group of prisoners.

"These men wouldn't be here if they had
ever had a chance to get an education and
make a decent living," Corpier said. "If they
can learn this electronics business and get a
license from the FCC, it means they will have
their chance for the first time, and thev won't
be back here again."

GEOGRAPHY AFFECTS REHABILITATION PROGRAM
Continued from Page 25

2"d remission service.
Basic to a more modern and enlfghtened

i E? * !ystem would seem to be the establish-
* -ment of either a single national parole board

v a series of regional boards all answerable to
ne Department of Justice in Ottawa.

It will be the duty of the parole board or
Sar2!_to keep in close touch with everv offen-
^tTom-theTnoment lie enters a federal in-
_mnion of correction to the moment his re-
-«rn to society is considered a safe risk.

An extension ofparole regulations, of course
presupposes the establishment of a corps of
trained parole officers. This may take time.
But the adoption of such a sj'stem should re
sult in a substantial reduction in Canada's
prison population.

Not only should it save the taxpayer a great
deal ofjnoney, .but, probably-more important
still, it will enhance the offender's chances of
being able to re-establish himself as a useful
member of society.

he hUMs'foSt^one.38 *6 Army SGrgeant Wh° alw7S called a sPade a *?*** until
Love —the feeling that makes a woman make a man make a fool of himself.
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Opening
By

William guddlestone

With the opening pitch of the Official Softball Season here at TneBay, came
the crimson-clad brass band, the deft ball-playing prowess of the starting
pitcher (the Warden), the catcher (Canon Swan), the batter (Father Devine);
and the lusty oheers irom the packed spectator stands. The traditional And
long-awaited -ciy, *^4arSalU"nasbeenaossstedJSitl the raceis onl

Sunday, May 12th, saw the official opening
of the Softball Season here at Collin's Bay.
The rain that had threatened all morning was
beaten out by "a determined Sol during the
noon hour respite and it turned into a fair,
balmv afternoon.

To"start off the activities, we were treated
to a wonderful display of marching and play
ing by the Princess of Wales Reserve Band
from Kingston. It was an impressive spectacle
to watch the sun glinting off the flashing cym
bals, the flying drumsticks amid the colourful
red coats of the precision-trained unit. The
time and rehearsal these men must employ is
reflected in their precise -bearing and polished
performance as witnessed here.

I would like to state, however, that I consider
these men to be much improved over last year
.. .if that is at all possible.

After marching diagonally across the play
ing field, the band came to attention and faced
the stands. There followed a medley of
marches, topped off with two selections,
"Cherry Pink and Apple Blossom White," and
a Cha-fcha -number.

Did the spectators enjoy it? Well, if the
continuous and totally spontaneous rounds of
applause were any indication, we'd be safe*in
saying that it was well received indeed.

By way of individual credit and recognition
for their selfless contributions to the opening
of the baseball activity here at The Bay, we
present the bandsmen:

Sgt. J. Kidd. Drum Major Sgt. Sakell
Sgt, M. Morris Sgt. B. Grant

£gt. JK.JHart
L/Cpl. R. Lawrence L/Cpl. C.Tullerton

Pte. R. HaTe Pte. H. Kane Pte. R. C. Tait
Pte. R. Hearns Pte. R. Wright Pte. R.I. Tait
Pte. W. Hillier Pte. F. Harvey Pte. R. Smith
Pte. J. Travers Pte. R. Morey Pte. H. Clarke
Pte. McKerrachen Pte. F. Orser
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Pte. D. Mclroy
Pte. R. Knowlton Pte. R. Murray

Pte. J. Brown •.
Special thanks to these men for an outstand

ing performance, and to their chief, Lt. Col.
MacArthur.

Special guests, invited by the local Inmate
Council, included the perrennially popular Joe
WToodihouse, the man responsible for the ap
pearance of so many of the stage shows we
have enjoyed in past ye:ars (and I am sure
we will have one of Joe's stage productions
here at The Bay before too long in the future).

Another man who is becoming quite well
known inside these hallowed (?) walls by vir
tue of his willing assistance to so'many of the
men here was Doctor H.L. Tracey, of .Queens
University. His pleasant smile and sincere
handclasp have always been greatly appre
ciated by those who know him.

Also in attendance was Art Young, of Ab-
ramsky's in Kingston. Mr. Young is the gent
leman'who so generously donated a piano to
the men at K.P; some time ago.

The two Great Guys of The Bay were also
' on hand.Yes, "Father Telix Devine and Canon

Minto Swan.
The first ball was pitched by the boss-man.

Col. V.S.J. Richmond, who received quite a
mixture (!) ofapplause as he stepped gingerly
nip. to the-mound. Hetook the -crowd's good-
natured recognition in stride and went about
pitching two balls to the batter, Father
Devine, as Rev. Swan undertook the dual roje
of catcher-umpire. The "pitcher" sent one in
that *wuuld "tnTve •gone *for. a "calledstrike -ex
cept for the sharp eye of the "batter," who
laced into it with a hefty belt, knocking the
pill for a grounder along the first-base line.

Deputy Warden Herbert Field who is look
ing much better following an operation sortie
time ago, made certain he didn't miss opening

Continued on Page 29
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Down!"
By

William H. Perrins,

President, Institute for Philosophical Research,
Hialeah, Florida

Yes, sir! Clear the scuppers and Wow me
downl Did you ever near ihe like? "Convicts
are being adopted!" It says so in the Wreekly
Progress, the penal paper published by pri
soners at Marquette, Michigan. It appears
that the townspeople of South Walpole, Mass-
achusettes, have suddenly woken up to the
fact that prisoners are not "caged beasts"...
as generally reported, but human beings like
themselves. It says that "Virtually every
evening a group of Walpole businessmen, doc
tors, clergymen, lawyers and school teachers
pass through the gates of the big prison."
They are Volunteer Good Samaritans spark
ing an extensive hobby among the prisoners.

It seems that the South Walpole prison is a
sort of new idea in penology with more liberal
treatment and understanding by the authorit
ies... and see, they are getting chummy and
palsy-walsy. All I can say is that they must
have been "reading my mail"... or my papers
...as I have been gunning for such a condi
tion for over two years. Truth to tell, I have
found, prisons almost as hard to get into (with

OPENING DAY

Hay, and was accompanied by Chief Keeper
Downton.

The first game got offto what looked like a
run-away contest in favour of the Cubs as
they scored three markers in the second frame.
The contest remained scoreless until the fifth
stanza when the Dodgers came roaring back
to make it a 3-2 contest. The game held no
more scoring but the tension was mightv high
<hiring the last of the seventh inning. "With
two down and nobody on base, Big Al Rogers
stepped upto the plate and sent a long fly ball
creaming to right center field. Rick Windsor,
wman wholias shattered many a hope of the
opposition with his catching and fielding prow
ls, streaked for the fence, got his glove on it,
wit it rolled onto the green.

Rogers, aftera tie-up with Big George Bed-
^d at first continued to pick up speed as he
funded second. Jim McGregor retrieved the
°all and fired it home. As it streaked for home

new ideas) as they are io^et out of; but South
"Walpole has proven to be one of the most res
ponsive. . .once I go in, so to speak.

I was able to help Frank Gracey and Mike
Sorrentino form a "stamp club" and Mike
even wrote a couple of articles for my paper.
Tom Vigrolio, Editor of their paper, "The
Mentor," has also been most helpful in circu
lating reprints of my articles.

Well! As I say. You can "blow me down"
or "knock me over with a feather," and I'll
get up laughiing for joy that businessmen are
taking an interest in convicts. And if there is
only half the urge behind that idea such as I
have, that sort of thing will soon spread to
every prison on the continent. Not only will
they have new-type prisons like South Wal
pole, but businessmen will find a heart-warm
ing and rewarding career in sponsoring...
shall we say "underdogs".. .such as prisoners.
I don't quite know what got me on to it but I
think it was this: That everyone has a latent
desire to play the role of "Good Samaritan"
but haven't found quite the right way to do it.

Continued from Page 28

plate, it was almost a tie decision but Al was
the loser by a split second and the game cli
maxed with the 3-2 scoring, the laurels eoine
to the Cubs. * B

WTith the kind of ball played, it is difficult
indeed to single out any individual players
for stellarmention here, but I thinkAl Rogers,
who always contributes 'well in any contest,
deserves a star as does little .Eddie Green who
pitched a bang-up game for the Cubs. And of
course, we would be remiss in not mentioning
George Peters. Little George seemed some
what -nervous in the openinginnings,but once
into the game, he settled down and sent his
share of the opposition's batters walking back
to the players' bench.

In closing, I should once againliketo express
thanks to those of you in here and outside
these wal's who helped in making this a real
Opening Day.
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PEItePt D 0 D

A little thought will show that no improve
ment can be made in any object or idea until
a criticism has first been made. If there is no
criticism, if no fault is found, the object or
idea will be regarded as perfect, or as not sub
ject to favourable alteration; its status quo
will thus be assured automatically.

-—Philip Wylie

Cop A "Plea
When the lights go down low, and the wing

is quiet, and all you can hear are your doubts
and fears...How tough are you then? If life
seems to be pushing you around, don't reach
for the old self-pity. That stuff is counterfeit
and strictly a bum deal; the thing to do is
ask yourself who's responsible for your grief.
Maybe it's yourself, and- if it is, the thing to
do is cop a plea and sentence yourself to a
period of self-improvement...

Pen-O-Rama
Montreal, P.Q. .

Prison Fantasy
The reality that surrounds us cons is so un

pleasant that we sometimes retire into the
realms of make-believe. One day five of us
were sitting in the prison yard when one of
the guys looked at an ad in a magazine. "Wish
my mother had a home like that," he said,
pointing to a little red brick bungalow with a
green roof and shutters. One of the other fel
lows took the magazine and flipped the pages.
"That's what I wish my ma had. A car. So
she could come and see me once in a while."

Then the magazine was passed to Bill, but
he just sat there, musing. We thought it stran
ge because we knew his mother didn't have
anyone left in the world but him, and she
loved him, too. We had seen some of the won
derful . letters.

Finally Bill spoke up. "I wish," and his
voice sounded as if it were coming from the
-other side of the wall, "that my mother had
a good son."

We were all quiet after that.
—R.W. Crane

"TheTlock
Boise, Idaho

There Is Little Doubt
The psychologists who should know, con

demn all forms of punitive violence as being

socially harmful. Personal observation leads
me to believe that society is the chief loser in
this matter of corporal punishment. We are
not living under ideal social conditions but
humanity as a whole is moving slowly for
ward. Our customs, institutions and laws are
modified by this progress. There can be little
doubt that future generations will consider
many of our present accepted practices as bar-
barious, abnormal and sadistic. TTo me, the
idea of a human being abusing his fellow man
whether authorized or not, isodious. Certainly
this should be brought to an end.

—Clyde Robertson
The Pathfinder
Prince Albert, Sask.

Bane Of Minorities

The publisher of a small town newspaper
was talking to his new scribe about editorial
policy. "If I were you, I wouldn't write much
about gambling," he advised, "because some
of our stockholders indulge in an occasional
hand of poker or they like to play the horses.
Nor would I take too strong a stand on drink.
Many of our big advertisers take a frequent
nip."

"All right," the new editor agreed. "You've
told me what not to write about. Now suggest
a safe subject for editorializing." The publish
er thought a minute and then answered, "Well,
you can give the Irish hell. There's only one
in town."

—The Spokesman
Georgia State Prison
Reidville, Georgia

Holidays! Humbug!
All year long your neighbor tries to beg.

borrow and steal anything he can from you;
comes New Year's Day,-he wishes you a Hap
py New Year to -getyou in a good dframe of
mind so he can continue his campaign for an
other year. You wish vourself a Happy New
Year by going out and getting soused. These
holidays are a bunch of stuff to me! I cele-

-^wate the following «eventsi
1. The first publication of the Kinsey Report.
2. Every Saturday night (providing my date
. will pay for it.)

3. My first release from jail.
4. My second release from jail.
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5. The day the Navy decided I wasn't helping
the war effort.

6. The day the school superintendent broke
his "wand."

7. My first experience with home brew.
8. Any other time I am in a position to do

some celebrating.
—Eddie Chapman

The Insider
Washington, D.C.

Deft Definition

Be careful about calling yourself an expert.
After all, an "ex" is a has-been. And a "spurt"
is a drip under pressure...

r —The Harbinger
Kansas State Reformatory

Hutchinson, Kansas

Trying Days

One of the most trying days for many men
in this institution is when visitors from out
side come in to entertain us or attend one of
our local productions. As we take note of the
neat business suits and sharp clothes we en
vision the things we miss behind these walls
and remorse sets in. Occasionally one of them
will pass on a word of encouragement which
may give us the strength of purpose to con
tinue the struggle to improve ourselves...

-—Mountain Echoes
Manitoba Penitentiary
Stoney Mountain, Man.

The Other Side

I believe every warden, prison administra
tor and penologist in the country is becoming
more aware of the Penal Press and its ability
to uncover those problems and factors which
have hidden too long behind an outright op
pression. For so long as our prisons were re-
prded as isolated fortresses which housed
human "untouchables," to be cut off from the
world offree people, their daily lives channel
ed into aimless objectives, then we could truly
say that modern penology lived in the shadow
of the dark ages. Fortunately, some did not
regard prisons as lost causes that were neces
sary to the public good. These men fought to
overcome public distrust, disinterest and apa
thy; fought to obtain the interest and help of
legislative bodies; and fought for the right to
establish more reformative and less punitive
programs in their institutions. True, there are
a handful of prison publications which are
riddled with official censorship and domina
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tion while loaded with official propaganda.
These emasculated and so-called voices of the
Penal Press are noted for little but their use-
lessness. .

—Warden Percy A. Lainson
The Presidio
Fort Madison, Iowa

One Man's JTarewell

After more than thirty years of paying my
debt to society. I can see the end of the trail
and a long and arduous one it has been. The
bad could have been badder and the good
could have been gooder. I am glad that I have
been able to endiure it with my chin up, but
a man may be laughing outwardly while cry
ing inwardly. Only God and I know how futile
these past years of my imprisonment has been.

—George Kimes
The Eye Opener
McAlester, Okla.

Oom Pah Pah!

San Francisco's Citadel Brass Band, twenty
seven pieces of integrated brass musicianship,
camped on the Big Yard Sunday and played
for three smooth hours. A large gathering of
listeners, many of whom found themselves
strangely liking the measured beat of the Sal
vation Army outfit, greeted each offering with
generous applause.

Said one: "Man, it ain't Dizzy Gillespie—
but they sure blow, you know?""

—San Quentin News
Calif. State Prison
San Quentin, California

Crime Immemorial

Some blame the schools; others blame the
parents; a few cry that the "church is not do
ing its job", and some of the crackpots claim
"rock 'n roll" or calypso inanities are greasing
the slides down which the youth of our nation
is rapidly zooming toxperdition. "We can see
that -each of these iias iiad its "fair share of
uninspiring influences and natural errors in
judgment; but no one or all of them can be
charged with responsibility for the gradual
decline in the moral -fibre «jf our nation as a
whole as noted in the last 30 years. Youth has
been subjected to similar trials since Adam
and Eve and thrived on them...

—-Weekly Progress
Branch Prison

* Marquette, Michigan
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The Tactless Texan
Being an amused peruse of the news and other trivia.

N inventor from the automotiveworid.
has concerned himself with the high

.i. ^»».Tate of robberies. He has done his
share for the public good fey wlnpping lipine
"Holdup Signalling Device* *This little pm-
crack is manually controlled and adaptable
for use on cars, trains, banks, or anything else
which can be held up. .

In its simplest form the gadget consists of
an illuminated sign which, when activated,
flashes the word, "HOLDUP." The mechan
ism has a hydraulic contraption operated by
the driver of the car, the teller of the bank, or
other victims of a robbery. The sign itself is
designed to move up and down on its appara
tus until the cops or other help streaks to the
scene of foul deed. m •

Now whether or not a sign would deter a
would-be car thief is a moot point. Many folks
don't even pay attention to "Keep Off The
Grass" signs. Anyway, there doesn't seem to
be a lessening of holdups since the patent was
granted five years ago...

Al

Speaking of cars, a dealer in Detroit put up
a sign challenging, "Take any car on the lot
for a trial run." Thieves promptly drove off
in three of his best.

Sacre Bleu! And a movement is on in neigh
boring Quebec to soften the arty culture of
cussing. One educator has launched a cam
paign to replace blasphemy with harmless-
meaning words. For instance, one choice tid
bit currently feeing touted as suitable replace
ment for an unprintable and unwholesome
oath is "sirop a'erable." Translated, it comes
out innocently enough as "maple syrup."

Dane it! If the trend catches on, a Tevised
•^ewsh^angHeh dictionary wall he .required
reading in order to translate all the new
fangled, dad-blasted cusswords! Everybody
knows the first words an outlander learns of a
new language are the more colorful epithets.
Now The Tactless One will have to start-
learning all over again. "Maple syrup," indeed.

And a cotton-pickin' "nom d' un chien" to
y'all, too! %

Months Most Intriguing Headline:
Five Yards of Rope Latest

In Women's Necklace Styles

Incidental Intelligence Dent: Charles Dick-
en's real name was Timothy Sparks Cecily
Isabel Fairfield Andrews. Just as well Mr.
Dickens made his mark in the field of letters.
With a monicker like that hewould have been
justified in turning to a life of crime m order
to live it down.

4nd this month's prize editorial award for
outstanding community service goes hands
down to the Toronto Star which asks in a
recent editorial, "Are Crazy Drivers Sane?7

•« *» . •• •»

Lesson of The Month Club: Most ornitho-
lodsts agree that the Brown-Beaked Fink,
sometimes referred to as the ratbird, ap
proaches the lowest level of birdhfe. In real
ity, it is not a true member of thebird family.
It possesses highlv sensitized ears and keen
eye«isht Because of its chameleon-like fea
tures'.'it is difficult to describe a Brown-Beak-

• ed Fink so that it can be readily recognizable.
Some observers have advanced the theory that
theBrown-Beaked Fink is ashamed of its low-

' lv origin and aspires to be a carrier pigeon,
thus accounting for its many disguises. Thi*
theory is supported by the fact that members
of this species are constantly engaged incarry
ing messages to the bird keepers. It is not
taiown whether the keepers or the birds &*
instituted-this practice, but it is accepted that
mostkeepers do notapprove ofSrown-SeaKeo
Fink* as regular inhabitants of the sanctuary
although they must put up with; them as ar.
apparent necessary form of birdhfe.

Strange as it may seem, the Brown-Beakeo
Tirik thrives under the protection uf tne«ga«e
laws that permit no open season.

»# «««•«•

Month's Most Ominous Headline:
Marilyn Monroe

Will Kick Off
At Soccer Game
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A certain denizen of the local pot-and-pan-
nery offers the spontaneous, thought: "Money
isn't everything in life. There are some equal
ly important things... like stocks, bonds,
letters of credit, drafts, travelers cheques..."

And should you ever run'afoul of the'min
ions in Klamath Palls, Oregon, you should be
here advised that the local constabulary
frowns on such things as good popskull are
made of. Tor instance,, when prisoners sent
their weekly orders for cigarettes, chocolate
bars and magazines to a nearby store, the
jailer intercepted and rejected one list. It con
tained the following, requirements: Five
pounds of white rice, one large can of pine
apple juice, two pounds of seedless raisins, ten
pounds of sugar, and two cakes of brewers
veast"

CLOSE SHAVE?

A Broadway playboy had a closer shave
than he bargained for in a barber shop re
cently! His manicure girl.was very luscious
and the playboy suggested dinner and a show
that evening. ;•
•"I don't.think I ought to," said the girl
rlemurely. "I'm married."

"Askyour husband," countered the playboy
r'nti,, «i»m sure ne wouldn't mind." "flghtly
"Ask .him yourself," said the girl

shaving you."
"He's

KINGS OF COMMERCE

Halfway around the world, Major James
Beardsley reports, one of the B-52s on the his-
Jnric non-stop flight slowed down to allow the
"anker planetoget into position above it. Re
eling inthe air is a tricky operation and the
jrew of theB~32 was a bit tcn*e. But as the
sying.-boom was. lowered and got close to the
^ne, tension vanished. At the end of the
hoom was a sign: '-'WTe give S & H Green
«iemps.w

, IN THE SPIRIT OF THINGS

^y darling wife was always glum,
5o I drowned her in a cask of rum,

*"*» thus made sure that she would stay
*a better spirit night and day.

• airTr» <

The good citizens of Rockaway Beach, N.Y.,
may affbf one gold star each to their report
cards for their recent collective display of un
qualified honesty. Item: A cleaning man left
the bank open over a recent weekend and no-

.body took a dime... •x?

Ode To The Sponsors:. ' :'.

Boston Blackie, Counterspy, .
Marshal Dillon, Your.P.B.I.;
Save a client, girl, or nation,
While we make this cuff notation: --1

Radio Sponsors pay and pay . - '".
For most all crime that's done today!

A VISION PENETRATED . :/
.Mankind is now in one of those rare moods

of shifting its outlook. The mere compusiohof
tradition has lost its force. It is the business
of philosophers, students and practical men to
re-create and re-enact a vision of the world,
conservative and radical, including, those ele
ments of reverence and order without which
society lapses into a riot, a vision penetrated
through and through with influencing rationr
ality. . —Alfred North Whitehead

ON MATURITY

The human being is born self-centered. To
be sure, he has yet no clearly* defined "self"
in which to center. But even less does.he have
any power to relate himself to, other.selves.
One of the most important phases of.matur
ing is* that of growth from self-centering to an
-understanding relationship . to others; from
egocentricity to socioeentricity. A person is
not mature until he lias both an ability and a
willingness to see himself as one among others
and to do unto others as "he would have them
do to him. —H.A. Oyerstreet

The Mature Mind

So Elvis Presley is lousy, but how many
li'l ol' Cadillacs have you got? —L. LeBlanc

Pen-O-Rama
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Paying a debt to society is not so straight-forward a matter as confinement
in prison. In time the great steel gates roll backwards. Freedom is granted.
Citizenship is renewed. But the story doesn't end, anymore than it begins at

Would You Hire a Jailbird?
/""""Ill "'He post-release period is fraught with

II per"S for the mass of men leaving
JmL prison. Financial needs; accommoda

tion; seeking «mrJoyjneni; 'Uivang down" or
vainly concealing the past; adjustment; jocky-
ing for acceptance; wrestling with temptation.
These are but a few of the perils. The great
est of these is employment.

"Be honest with yourself. If you were the
head of a big business would you hire a jail
bird?"

The Observer, who writes for the Family
Herald, discusses this question in an article
published recently, and makes three illumin
ating observations which this writer wishes to
pass on to readers of The Diamond.

Think about this question: "Would you hire
a jailbird?"

Read this! The Observer says, "I realize
that for one reason or another, men and wo
men will "break laws society has set up to pro
tect itself, and we must have jails. But I de
finitely subscribe to the concept that a prison
term is designed to set a man straight, not
condemn him forever to the rank of outcast."

Sound thinking? Logical? The immediate
purpose of a sentence must be to protect the
community from the depredation of the man

. who cannot 'be trusted, to send him to prison
in the hope that while there he may mature,
be deterred, or develop his talents to the point
where he can realize the folly*of a criminal
career. But, remember that this protection is
short-lived unless it extends beyond the day of.
the prisoner's release from prison.

Society must accept the fact that in order to
aidmen in rehabilitation,-they must be willing
to nelp them upon their release from prison.
JSornething is decidedly wrong with a society
that can lock a man away in prison, deprive
him of his freedom, routine his every move
ment and dictate everything he shall and shall

Taottio for<B*specified vumber Trf7eaTs,Tuo*irths,
days.. .and then, when his time is served,
completely turn its back upon him. Turn him
out with no purpose or aim, offer no helping
hand, then expect him to conform to all the
rules of a society that he has forgotten how to
live with.

You can't reform men in prison. Surely we
34

by Scott Taylor

have proven this in the past. But you can in
stil in him a desire to reform. And with just a
little help after release, a lot more men would
make itJdl iht -way iassk to complete reform
ation.

Would you hire a jailbird?
The second point the Observer considers in

his article is 'character as a criterion1 in hiring
men released from prison. His answer to this
problem is so simple, so straightforward, that
we make no further comment, other than to
quote him:

"I think I would take the attitude that what
was passed was ended; where we went from
here depended on each of us. Nor would this
be any greatness of spirit on my part. I apply
it to other aspects of people's lives. It seems
to be almost a law cf the universe that you
get from people exactly what you expect.

Would you hire a jailbird?
Finally, the Observer asks, "Does self-right

eousness mean immunity?"
His answer to this provocative question is

not a revelation, but just a charitable Chris
tian attitude that so many professed Chris
tians do not share.

"It would be a very rash man who would
label one person incorrigible and himself as
righteous. Under the circumstances, or pos
sessing the weaknesses, that lead one man to
jail, what would you or I do?"

The sameold cry, yousay? Listen; we pri
soners are the first to admit that it is a hell
of a lot easier to pose a problem than a solu
tion. And employment ofprisoners upon their
release is a major factor in dealing withrecid
ivism. We are not attempting to jationalitf
the fact that -some of -us aTe repeaters. X*r
are we placing the blame for our nosition cs
the fact that we could not find wotk. We are
only trying to pass on information gleaaeu
from countless talks with other prisoners wn«-
nave faced the-problem^of-^ndnng'̂ mployffie-'-
after their release.

Would you hire a jailbird? ,.
It's an interesting question. How wou.^

.you answer it, Mister Citizen? We'd appre
ciate yourviews and comments on the matu'
and will surely publish all correspondencr
pro and con.
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On Saturday, May 4th last, the Kingston
Vnitedsoccer team again paid thisBagdhad by
The Bay a sporting visit. This time the con
test was somewhat closer in -final scoring and
the Tasiting sharpshooters were held scoreless
until the last-ten minutes of play when they
scored three times while the C.B. All Stars
countered only on one occasion. The game
was cleanly played throughout and there were
no penalties. The game was rough in spots,
however, and. the clubs on either sides tried
their best to break through the opposition's
defensemen.

With the visitors leading 2-1, and with just
three minutes remaining to play, the All Stars
made a last effort to tie the score. The United
team got a break-away and put what proved
to be the winning marker in the net with just
one minute remaining in the game.

The line-up for the All Stars went likethis:
Rodgers, Chappelle, Hiesel, McLean, Wind

sor, Binks, Cornwall, Lowery, Lundrigan, La
ramee, Shaver, Simpson, McLaughlin,-Antone,
Robinson and Kolba.

Staijing for the home team were Rodgers,
Chip Chappelle, and Ralph Lundrigan. The

game was well received here by spectators
and we are looking forward to meeting the
united aggregation againsometime in the Fall.

As the leaves begin to bud on the trees,
*e turn now to.the local versions of the Amer
ican and National Ball leagues.

In exhibition games played over the past
nvo weekends, we witnessed several promis
ing ballplayers who should carve a niche for
themselves during the coming season.
, ™ith this issue we intend to iiavea few of

joe line scores from the games already played,
-j>utas«of-this writing, here are the teams and
we way they shape up for the coming season:
BRAVES
-leprae, James, -Rodgers, Xunarigan, Terry,
jjllison, Roach, Weir, Robichard, Free, and
turner. (Lundrigan-Mgr.)
DODGERS
fell, Winfield, Borowski, Bouley, "Marshall,
'Wlivan, O'Brien, Delarosabel, Rochon, Har
mon, Antone and Priestly- (Mgr.)

-*""^*V
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with Rick Windsor

PIRATES

Crowe, Chartrand, Menard, Saunders, Mc
Lean, McLaughlin, Hiesel, Enosse, Jtfyers,
Watson and Bruneau. (MenaTd-Mgr.)
CUBS

&JS w?1?6' '̂r £el1' 6imPs°n, Hickman,Peters, Windsor McGregor, Bedard, Goodwin
and Dnsdelle. (Simpson-Mgr.)

One trade has been made in this young
season and that is between the Braves and
the Dodgers. Big John Rodgers has beentrad
ed to the Dodgers for "Pinky" Borowski. The
above-mentioned teams are known as the Na
tional League, formerly The Majors.

Before going into the American League and
the line-up in that circuit, I must say that
we were a bit disappointed on the weekend of
May 4th, when the Peterboro All Stars had
to cancel out a scheduled game with the Sin-
JftfA* The team paid three calls here during
1956 and they were severely trounced on each
occasion. We are looking forward to the day
when we can play the Kingston Pen Saints at
home or vice-versa. Johnny Fox, the Commis
sioner in the National League camp is doing
fine things with his chain of teams and John
promises to make this a better season for all
involved.

The umpires are ready to go and we are
awaiting the "Play Ball!"ory that 'begins the
National League race.

In the American League the teams line up
like this:

RED SOX
Gerous, McLaughlin, Laramee, Burchell, H
Smith, Scott, Atkins, Parsons, Laviolette. F.
McPonald, -Stevenson, flaTavan, 'Snider, "K.
Smith and Young. (Laramee Mgr.)
TIGERS

|todgeTs,^aTvey,-Tleimer,'Gugglns3Tnington,
Marsden, Lowery, McCarty, E. Parr, Bugow,
Hurst, Leslie, Mclnnis and Gratton. (Mars
den Mgr.)

YANKEES

Cardina-. Geauvreau, Judge, Cuneo, R. Shat-
ford, Bullock, Gregoire, Johnston, K. Hill, .
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Stewart, Ialenti, West, Karns and Hooey.
(Hale Mgr.)

INDIANS
Palmer, Haska, V. Parr, Ross, Buhnia, Mc
Donald, Kightley, Aubrey, Hutchinson, Arch
er, Hottot, Schmeel, Wallace, McKay and
Yee Clun.

That is the way the teams shape up in the
American League for 1957. They too, await
opening day and are looking forward to a fine
season under the supervision of their commis
sioner. Jolting Joe Jackson.

Before the season gets under way I want
to take time out so we can get off to a good
start. The game is played for the sportsman
ship and we are the ones who will be setting
the example out there for all the new fellows
to follow. I hope we have a good season and
want to wish all participants as well as spec
tators, a fine season and may the best team
win.

The weekend activities got under way and
the results were not surprising. All teams saw
action and the field was a little muddy. The
results of the games played are as follows:

In the American League the first game was
one of errors and misplays of every-variety.
Being the first game of the schedule, the play
ers were a bit nervous, and this is understand
able — and though they tried hard, they just
couldn't seem to connect with the elusive
horsehide.

And before going any further, we want to
say we are not picking three stars for the com
ing season. The man that keeps the official
scores is the guy who will be in charge of that
department from now on, and all the stars of
the game, best hitter, etc., Will be of his ex
clusive choosing. ,

For the first game of the -season, the stars
have been nominated as: James, the catcher
for the Braves. This fellow is comparatively
new to The Bay and he caught a fine game
and collected a pair of triples in three times
at bat.

The second star -of the igame went to "Simp
son, the manager, and the 3rd baseman for the
Cubs. Simpson played his usual strong game
at third and connected for the circuit with an
inside-the-park home run.

And the -scoop -ofthe -game ^-andttgaro, this
is straight from the Scorekeeper — not your
reporter) is that the center fielder for the Cub
aggregation, one Rick Windsor (obviously a
pen name) made a boo-boo and allowed "the
ball to roll lazily between his legs. And he
isn't bowlegged, either.

The box score of the game went like this:
12a4567 RHE

Braves 0060610 13 88
Cubs 0145200 884
Winning Pitcher: Lepine
Losing Pitcher: Green

The second game was an outstanding con
test and we will be lucky to witness a better
game during the remainder of the season. The
contest ended in a 1-1 tie, and the teams
fought hard all the way. It featured great
pitching ^ud clutch flaying on ihe part of
everyone on either team. The star of the game
went to Colin Crowe for his pitching chores.
He struck out nine men in five innings and
allowed but one run and four hits. The second
star of the game went to Gerry Bell, who pit
ched for the Dodgers. Gerry gave up just two
hits and homered in three at-bats to account
for the lone run. He looks to be in great shape
for the season just now getting under way, and
if he improves any more over last year, you
just won't be able to get to him.

The box score of the game:
1234 5* RHE

Pirates 00 010 12i
Dodgers 10000 140
Winning Pitcher: None; game was tied.

On the morning of May 12th, the Pirates
and Braves bounced each other around for
seven innings and the final outcome was a
victory for the Pirates. The stars of the game
were Chartrand, catcher for the Pirates, for
his fine effort and hustle behind the plate,
plus a home run in the third inning.

Heisel, center fielder for the Pirates, made
a fine running catch over his shoulder in deep
center field to rob the batter of a sure home
run.

The box score of the game:
1234567 RHE

Braves 130 0 000 442
Pirates 5 Q 2 3 0 0 O 10 8 1
Winning Pitcher: Crowe.
Losing Pitcher: Lepine

Sunday afternoon, May 12th, -saw the open
ing day ceremonies performed despite the
threat of bad weather. The league races were
•Dffitnalry started by fhe warden, ~Fa£herT5e-
vine, and Padre Swan. Then the game of the
day was begun and it was a thriller from star.
to finish. The final score of the contest was
3-2, but the game had to be seen to be appre
ciated. The star of the game went to Al Rod
gers who came to bat in the top of the sevent
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inning with his team trailing by one run. With
a two-strike pitch on him, Rodge belted a
long drive to deep right field that had "homer"
written all over it. Had it not been for the
new fence out there, Al would have gone all
the way.^He was thrown out, however, at
home plate on a relay from Jim McGregor to
Eddie Green who whizzed a strike to Bob
Willsie at home plate to get the sliding Rodge
at home. Both teams fought hard for the win
ning laurels of this initial opener, and it was
a keen display of smooth plays and entire
team efforts.

The box score:
1254567 RHE

Dodgers 000002 0 243
Cubs 030 0000 332
Winnine Pitcher: Eddie Green
Losing Pitcher: Gerry Bell

The second game was an eually fine display
of ball playing and the final tally of this grind
handed the victory to the Braves by a 6-3
count. The star of the game went to Ray Le
pine. the little man who fired a great game in
the clutch to give his team their first victory
of the year.
. The box score:

1234567 RHE
Pirates 300000 0 343
Braves 0013200 676
Winning Pitcher: Raymond Lepine
Losing Pitcher: Colin Crowe

This sums up the activities in the National
League camp for the weekend of May. 11th
and 12th. Now for a look at the American
Lnoo and the happenings of the contests in
that circuit.

Saturday, May 11th, saw the first game of
the season made into a wide-open affair. The
Red Sox emerged the victors by a whopping
17-9 tally, but the score does not give the
Tigers the credit they are due for their ever-
oresent spirit of hustle in getting back into
the game. Manager Larry Laramee of the
Red Sox has a moving ball club and Fred
Marsden, manager of the Tigers, Jias*a Jot of
pow-how-to ^et the best from the least. The
«ox score nf-the game went like this:

1234567H HE
Jed Sox 4 5 1 3 0 4 D 17 22 3
Tigers 5 0 A 2 1 J) J> £J2.<3
jvinning Pitcher:'Roy Giroux
losing Pitcher: Rodgers

The second game of the day saw the Yan
kees and the Indians tangle in a real toe-to-toe
*Jugfest with the Yanks standing as the vic
tors of a 12-10 dust-settler. The difference in
we game Was in the error department. The

Yanks made a total of 5 while the Indians
went to 9. Paul Judge, K. Hill, and Kightley
were the stars of the game with sterling plays
throughout the entire affair, especially in the
batter's box. The box score of the game:

123456 7 RHE
Yankees 2123130 12 12 5
Indians 0011434 10 13 9
Winning Pitcher; Hill
Losing Pitcher: Palmer

The game Sunday morning, May 12th, was
a return engagement between the Red Sox and
the Tigers. This was another example of hus
tle on both sides. The Sox came out on top,
however, in this 12-7 tussle. The Tigers got off
to a bad start when the starting hurler gave
up a total of eight hits after the first two bat
ters had been retired. The third man at the
plate got on base via an error, and, as the
old saw says, "all hell broke loose."
- Ancient Bob Lemon just never had it after
that. The stars of the game went unanimously
to R. Smith of the Red Sox for his good show
ing at third base and for his three hits in four
trips to the home dish. Snider and Harvie
were the second and third-slot stars and they,
too, played a competitive game all through
out the fiasco.

The box score of the game:
12 3 4 5 RHE

Red Sox 8 0 2 0 2 12.13 3
.Tigers 10 13 2 7 7 2
Winning Pitcher: Roy Giroux
Losing Pitcher: J. Leslie

The only game played in the afternoon of
Sunday, May 12th, which reached completion
in the American League saw the Yanks and
the Indians at it again, this time in a more
evenly balanced show of strength. The Yanks
came out on top of a 7-4 showing. Two new
comers to the local sport scene played well
during the course of this session. They were
Vern Parr and young Kerns. Parr handled all

.chances at first base without an error to his
discredit while collecting a home run in three
treks to the platter. .Kerns, in center field, had
three for four at bat: collected a pair of RBI'?
and "homered as well. He looks real snazzy out
there in center and covers infield plays with
a sparkle whenever the occasion arises.

Although the Jndiane <out iiit the Yanks <S-8.
the Redskins made boo-boos behind Palmer
and thus accounted for the difference in the
contest.

The box score of the game:
1 2

Yankee? 2 2
Indians 0 0

3 4 5 6 7 R H E
2 1 0 0 0 7 8 2
0 0 3 1 0 4 9 8
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Winning Pitcher: Cardinal
Losing Pitcher: Palmer

Now for the American League games as
played on Saturday, May 18th: This tussle
involved the Yanks and Red Sox with the
Yanks on the wrong end of a 23-16 donny-
brook.. All the batters were teeing off both
pitchers and home-runs, triples and doubles
were the order of the day in this debacle. I
think it was but four singles that were batted
in the entire slugfest. Harvey Snider again
proved to be ihe big gun, i>elting out three
circuit clouts, a single, and a walk in five trips
to the plate. The Red Head accounted for five
of the runs that scored and he himself scored -
an additional five times. Wee Sam McLaugh
lin starred for the Red Sox, and kept opposing
team from stealing bases with strike-like toss
es to the three different bases. Sam is a new
addition to the ball scene here-abouts and he
has the makings of a good catcher.

Cardinal was the big gun for the Yanks at
bat and collected a single, a pair of doubles,
and a homer in five trips to the plate. He
drove in two runs and scored three times.

The box score of the game:
1234567 RHE

Red Sox 6 0 5 6 3 2 1 23 18 6
Yankees 0 6 3 1 4 2 0 16 16 12
Winning Pitcher: Geroux
Losing Pitcher: Cardinal (replaced by Hill
in 4th) . .

The second game of the day featured the
Indians and the Tigers in another battle of the
bats that saw the Redskins edge the toothless
Tigers 16-14. Each team had eleven hits, but
the Tigers committed ten errors and there you
have the difference. Vera Parr once again had
a field day on the playing field and took part
in the second double-play of the game. Parr is
certainly welcome to the American League. J.
MacDonald played his usual fine game at sec
ond and was instrumental in knocking down
bids for base hits by the opposition. Nice
game, Mac — and stayin there.

Art Lowery finally got back into condition
and, like last year, collected a pair of hits and
drove in three runs. He played a neat position
at shortstop, and one play in particular (sent
to the hole behind -second base) where he
speared a bullet drive to throw the runner out
at the first sack.

The box score of the game went like this:
123 45 67'RHE

Indians 1 6 0 0 1. 2 6 16 11 5
Tigers 0 0 0 2 11 0 1 14 11 10
•Winning Pitcher: J. McKay
Losing Pitcher: B. Suave

Sunday morning, between drops of rain and
downright cold, the Yankees and the Red Sox
booted their way to a phenominal scoring
which the Yanks ultimately pulled out of the
fire with the-final scoTe reading 16-15. The
Tanks had but six hits while the opposing Red
Sox collected an aggregate 13. The Red Sox
lobbed thirteen balls and made the big differ
ence in the game. Manager Laramee sprouted
many new gray- hairs in this contest and pro
mises to make some changes in future line-ups
(unless, of course, some of his guys get out
there on the field and make like ball players.)

Don Geauvreau starred for the Yanks with
his fine play at third base, and when he came
in to pitch to the "Duke Snider of The Bay"
(in the person of one Harold Reimer — a real
Brooklyn fan) and struck him out for the first
time this year, the crowd responded nicely.

Paul Judge played a good game at the initial
sack and grabbed hot grounders and made
sparkling plays throughout the entire game.

Roy Giroux pitched for the losers and gave
up only six hits. He fielded well on the mound
and collected a triple, a double and a pair of
singles in four trips to the plate. Nice game.
Roy — and better luck in your next trip to
the mound.

The box score of the game:
123456 R HE

Yankees 0 4 6 3 2 1 16 6 3
Red Sox 2 15 13 3 15 13 13

Winning Pitcher: Karns (Geauvreau in 6th)
Losing Pitcher: Giroux

•

Sunday, afternoon, the Tigers and the In
dians tangled again and this time the Cat?
were the victor to the tune of 16-8. Big-Roger;
pitched jone of his better .games so far this
season and had a pleasant time of it through
out the entire affair.IFor three innings lie "had
the hitters baffled with his blazing fast ball
and struck out six of the eight men he faced
at the plate.

Heavy Harvey did well -behind the plate
with the catcher's chores, keeping the infiek
on its toes and had a good dav at the plate.
J. McKay had a ball in left field, and covered,
the third sack chores with aplomb on severs*
plays while collecting a pair of singles an-
driving in two runs in four times at bat.
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The box score of the game went like this:
1234567 RHE

Tigers 3011056 16 12 7
Indians 00010 3 48 7 7
Winning Pitcher: Rogers
Losing Pitcher: Palmer

The" games in the National League for the
holiday weekend are not available at this

writing but we will have the scores and high
lights of these games for inclusion in our next
session with these pages.

Till then, this is the "Young" Rick,'saying
we are all amateurs and we play the game for
the game's sake. Thirty and gone, man, gone...

No Indispensable Man
Sometime when you're feeling important,.
Sometime when your ego's in bloom,
Sometime when you take it for granted
You're the best qualified in the room;

Sometimes when you feel that your going
Would leave an unfillable hole,
Just follow this simple instruction
And see how it humbles your soul:

Take a bucket and fill it with water,
Put your hand in it, up to the wrist;
Pull it out, and the hole that's remaining,
Is a measure of how you'll be missed.

You may splash all you please when you enter,
You can stir up the water galore;
But stop, and you'll find in a minute
That it looks quite the same as before.

The moral in this quaint example
Is: Do just the best that you can,
Be proud of yourself, but remember;
There's no indispensable man.

—Anon.

The Irritations of Man
Few. persons, indeed, realize how hostile

'•ley are, and our ignorance does not help us
^attacking the problem of this inner force
*fcich menaces humanity today as it has
'••roughout history.

Por mea-treat moralistically, heatedly, vin-
"-'•ftively, an emotional force wliich they rc-

I "'̂ f;anr* d° no*' wish *° 5CC m its full intensity
^inih themselves — rather than facing it
^nfcly, objectively, and scientifically, like a
:icea$e<oT any other -force of mature."

.}} is.°bvious that so intricate, fundamental
'Ji universal a reaction as this quick" mobili-
£pon for flight or fight must play a fateful
'̂ e in human life and human affairs. Many
~* the frustrations of everyday life, hence
-ere are few who do not endure constant
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frustration, constant irritation and hence con
stant anger.

As Thoreau once said, "The mass of men
lead lives of quiet desperation." The irritation
may be physical or psychologic, internal or
external, real or imagined. It may arise from
a decayed tooth or a miscarriage of justice,
from feeling? of inadequacy due to prolonged
and excessive dependence on-one's parents, to
an unhappy home life, or to years of mistreat
ment {luring -childhood, from loss-of a -button,
or loss of a friend, from living under a leaky
roof, from an uneasy conscience, or from ex
posure to battle conditions.

Whatever the irritations, man jfights it by
trying to attack and destroy the source, or by
escaping; and his feelings are anger and an
xiety. —J.B. Saul



Out Jjeadex* Wtite....

. THE •LAST WORD
Got a beef or a bouquet? This is your page, so let fly. Reader reaction is

the only criterion on which to plan future*editions.

The Editors:

First off, let me say I rather enjoyed your
last issue. Keep it up, men. Your .editorial was
just fine. Sappy to see you tiote the passing
of a real man's man, Tom Runyon. This E.
Ford fellow — the guy has the stuff. Roses to
you guys for publishing F.M. Morton's "side."
To me and to others in the institution it dis
proves the ever so-rampant rumors one must
"be in the clique." Actually, I believe you did
look twice at it, huh? Was his the only other
"side"? I guess it is tough to get the "-Brains"
to put it on paper. Most just gad about yak-
king. Quotations of Quality very well chosen
indeed. Retlaw Gif: "If You Wanna Play,
You Gotta Pay." This type of stuff okay in its
place, but I can't place it. Doing a deuce?
(Several times that. — Ed.)

Radio Ramblings: I suggest The Tactless
Texan take this thing. I've not been so well
entertained in a long time. Land o' Goshen,
the man knows his recordings! The man is a
perfect disc jock. (Flattery will get you every
where with The Tactless One! — Ed.) He
should be fine on a column, huh? Tell him for
me I heard not one single beef and I am The
Shadow; I should know. Who's this "The
Rick" anyway? He the sad-looking fellow in
the tonsorial parlor? ("The Rick" says the
only reason for the sad countenance is he's
frustrated because he can't unmask The Shad
ow! — Ed)

Smith's article:. Somebody had to do it.
"What is a Judge?" a very, good selection. The
Inside Story: very, very good. This page will
be widely read,I'm sure.-Roses to the guy who
picked 'em. Poetry in Prison: Okay. Fine.
Particularly the. bit by E. Foidl Pretty fine
thought it was; proves we are not all animals.
The Texan — this guy is good, for sure. (For
.what?—JEd.)

Reelin' & Dealin': Batting high, Billy boy.
I know about sixty guys who, on issued The
Diamond, flip right to your page first! Man,
you sure %et those names in there and that's
what they want. Keep at it.» Incidentally, did
you know your page is always looked for on
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the exchange in other pens? Names, names,
names. You are getting a little more humor
in too, which is fine, {het your imeath out
now — your chest ain*t that big!) Any opin
ions on forgery affairs lately? (Willie purveys
a negative shake of-thehead onthat one. Ed.)

The Problem Of Reform: Need more of this
stuff —; keep at it. Penal Press Says: This
chap's choosing will get better as time goes on.
Check Mountain Echoes closely from now on
as there is a decided improvement in that
mag. The short piece by A. Matthews is okay.
The guy in charge is pretty good. He faced a
lot of bad debts, is overcoming the "Brains"
out there now, it seems.

Well, I don't envy you guys in the least. All
in all, I'd say you're doing a fair job of it. I
know the "rules" are pretty realistic. Keep it
up; you can't please 'em all. Just watch the
"credit" tripe, that's all I ask. Guy's got an
axe to grind, run 'im out, I say! All is riz with
the biz.. .T'ank youse...

The Shadow knows...

The Shadow goes!

The Editors:

Just a bit of mail for you today to let you
know I enjoyThe Diamondvery much.I wish
you well...

*Mrs..«A.X)uff
Corinth, Ontario

The Editors:

In our magazine we have a little of every- . .,. .
thing...You and your staff are doing a fie* j 3^
job. I hope to have something to •contribute J *j\
to a future edition...

H. Read
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